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Foreword

In this third edition of LOAIT joint with the second edition of the Workshop on Semantic Processing of Legal Texts, we focus our attention on two main research areas: Legal Knowledge Representation as a top-down approach, and Ontology Learning from Legal Texts as a bottom-up approach on legal ontologies.

This year 11 papers have been accepted (7 full and 4 short papers) coming from Italy, the Netherlands, Spain, Austria, United Kingdom, and Hungary.

Besides the submissions, this year the Workshop will include two invited lectures coping with the two main areas of interest of the event. The first one will be given by Joost Breuker, whose work on legal ontologies represent an essential reference for the legal informatics community; he will open the workshop with an overview of the main research results in the legal ontology domain as well as dreams and new trends on this topic. The second one will be given by Hugo Zaragoza from Yahoo! Research, on the current methods aimed to exploit linguistic annotations in search.
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Legal Assessment Using Conjunctive Queries

András Förhécz and György Strausz

Budapest University of Technology and Economics
Department of Measurement and Information Systems
Budapest, Hungary

Abstract. Using the Web Ontology Language (OWL) for knowledge representation in the legal domain is very promising but has some limitations. The language is complex thus hard to comprehend, still decidability results in a limited expressiveness which may introduce serious problems in modelling.
An aspect of limited expressiveness is the tree-model property of OWL, which can be overcome using rule formalisms or introducing variables, however losing decidability is not always acceptable.
We propose using conjunctive queries when modelling conditions of legal norms in the HARNESS architecture. Inference services required for modelling legislation and building legal assessment applications can be feasible using grounded queries resulting in a decidable formalism. Since most of the knowledge base remains within the limits of pure OWL2, we can benefit from consistency checking services of OWL2.

1 Introduction

Using the Web Ontology Language (OWL) for knowledge representation in the legal domain is very promising as different types of inference services are provided on top of a relatively expressive formalism, the description logic underlying OWL2.
The main benefits are strict semantics, consistency checking and feasible reasoning. In contrast to this, OWL is very complex thus hard to comprehend, resulting in a knowledge acquisition bottleneck. Remaining decidable also costs limited expressiveness which may introduce serious problems in modelling.

An aspect of limited expressiveness can be described with the tree-model property of OWL: only tree-like axioms are allowed (except for nominals, transitive properties and role inclusion axioms in OWL2). Complex structures cannot be described precisely due to the lack of cycles in axioms or predicates with arbitrary number of arguments: only unary (classes) and binary (properties) predicates are allowed.

Representing diamond-shaped structures is a frequently reoccurring problem. Suppose a sales contract with two actors – seller and customer – where the subject of the transaction should be joined to both the seller and the customer. Users familiar with rule formalisms tend to use rules or other extensions supporting variables to overcome these limitations, although, this way decidable satisfiability checking w.r.t. the T-Box is lost. In certain cases it is possible to represent cyclic structures using knowledge patterns and OWL2, as described in [1], nevertheless this solution cannot enforce owl:sameAs relations, only a custom property defined as a replacement.

An interesting approach for describing complex structures in OWL is the representation used in the HermiT reasoner [2]. Here the representation formalism is extended
with description graphs for finite complex structures, where nodes and edges of graph-like structures are labelled with classes and properties respectively. Reasoning remains decidable but using arbitrary OWL axioms for the entities of complex structures is not allowed.

In this article we propose an alternative solution using conjunctive queries to solve legal assessment problems in the HARNESS\(^1\) system. The next section introduces HARNESS, a legal knowledge-based system aimed at solving legal assessment problems. In the following two sections conjunctive queries are introduced and available inference services are described, including the case, when they are mixed with class expressions. In section 4.1, we show how to use conjunctive queries in HARNESS. The last section provides an overview of possible extensions and future plans.

## 2 Introducing HARNESS

A central task in legal knowledge-based systems is **legal assessment**: deciding whether some case is allowed or disallowed in a certain legal environment. In everyday situations a legal expert can help individuals to answer this sort of question, but due to the increasing size and complexity of legislation this process becomes more and more difficult, although transparency of jurisdictions would demand the opposite.

During the ESTRELLA\(^2\) project an open platform was developed for legal knowledge technologies, including the Legal Knowledge Interchange Format (LKIF), a reference open source legal CMS called eXistrella, an argumentation engine Carneades and a DL-based inference system called HARNESS. The architecture of HARNESS enables solving different tasks including drafting or legal planning, although it is currently aimed solely at legal assessment.

HARNESS greatly exploits current Semantic Web technology by relying on formal ontologies and highly optimized DL reasoners. Legal assessment requires three distinct types of knowledge: a domain ontology, normative knowledge and case descriptions. The domain ontology defines the concepts and constraints in the field of interest and provides building blocks for defining individual cases. This ontology is a specialization of the LKIF Core ontology of basic legal concepts [3]. Normative knowledge describes regulations which govern the situations in question. Case descriptions underpin individual situations to be evaluated by HARNESS.

Each norm is expressed as a generic situation in which a state of action is qualified as undesirable, permitted or prescribed [4]. The situation itself is a conjunction of conditions, naturally expressed as a class expression in OWL, as specified in [5].

When modelling law in the HARNESS architecture using OWL the tree-model property of OWL hinders expressing complex situations. We will present an extension that will solve some of these issues: using **conjunctive queries** for specifying generic cases.

## 3 Using conjunctive queries

Conjunctive queries (CQ) are well known in database systems and have been standing in the focus of DL research for years now but not yet widely available in OWL appli-
cations. Practical results for complex DL languages have only appeared recently [6]. A possible syntax for such queries has just been defined in SPARQL-DL [7].

A conjunctive query is a conjunction of concept expressions of the form $C(t)$ and role expressions of the form $r(t,t')$ where $C$ is a concept, $r$ is a role and $t, t'$ are terms, i.e. variables or individual names [6]. All variables are existentially qualified. These conditions are very similar to the body (condition) of SWRL rules. Introducing variables when specifying generic cases basically solves three different issues:

- We are no longer limited by the tree-model property of OWL, generic cases can express arbitrary relational structures.
- In a query, the values of variables can point at the case or part of the case the norm refers to. We can keep track of individuals when identifying obligations, permissions and violations.
- Using variables enlightens modelling. Most knowledge experts are familiar with variables and it is easier for them to specify the condition with conjunctive queries. When additional expressiveness is not required, the CQ can be automatically transformed into an OWL class expression [8].

The following example demonstrates the usage of CQs. In Section 16. paragraph (2) in the Hungarian Law on Duties an exemption is specified for paying duties on a land received as a gift:

"In order to verify completion of the construction of the residential house [...] the state tax authority shall contact the competent building authority [...] If the building authority provides a certificate in proof of the occupancy permit issued to the name of the property owner, the state tax authority shall cancel the duty assessed, but suspended in respect of payment."

The condition of the exemption can be formalized using conjunctive queries the following way. If a gift ($g$) is a plot of land, and a building ($b$) has been built on it, which is a residential house, and an occupancy permit ($p$) was issued to the name of the donee ($d$), the generic case is fulfilled:

$$GC_{S10.2} \equiv Donation(?t) \land donee(?t,?d) \land subject(?t,?g) \land PlotOfLand(?g) \land built_onto(?b,?g) \land ResidentialHouse(?b) \land permit_issued(?b,?p) \land OccupancyPermit(?p) \land issued_to(?p,?d)$$ (1)

A conjunctive query can be represented by a graph where each variable in the query give rise to a node in the graph. Concept names appear as node labels, role names as edges at the appropriate variables in the graph. Figure 1 represents the graph for the CQ shown above.

---

Hungarian Law on Duties, Act XCIII of 1990, only available in Hungarian, [http://net.jogtar.hu/jr/gen/hjegy_doc.cgi?docid=99000093.TV#pr123](http://net.jogtar.hu/jr/gen/hjegy_doc.cgi?docid=99000093.TV#pr123)
Inferences and results

Just like OWL classes, different inference services can be implemented to conjunctive queries:

- **Query entailment** is the decision problem to answer whether a query is true in all models of a knowledge base.
- **Query answering** is the problem of finding all answer tuples for a query. If the entailment is false, there will be no answers. Otherwise, there may be one or more tuples fulfilling the constraints described in a query.
- **Satisfiability** is to decide if a knowledge base has at least one model in which the query is true. When building a model and respective queries, a non-satisfiable query may indicate inconsistency in the model, as the corresponding legal condition will never be fulfilled.
- **Subsumption** of CQs can be defined in a similar manner as class subsumption: with respect to a knowledge base $K$, a query $Q_1$ subsumes the query $Q_2$ if in all models where $Q_2$ is true, $Q_1$ is also true. A more specific condition may correspond to a norm with higher priority based on *lex specialis*.

Not all of these problems are solved for the description logic underlying OWL2. Satisfiability can be easily answered using a DL reasoner, but it is still an open issue whether the other problems are decidable for the DL $\mathcal{SHOIN}(D)$. Latest results showed that query entailment is decidable for $\mathcal{SHIQ}$ [9] and $\mathcal{SHOQ}$ [10] which are slightly restricted sublanguages of OWL2.

However in the general interpretation variables in a CQ are not required to correspond to a named individual in the ABox. For so-called *non-distinguished variables* only the existence of a suitable element is required in the model, and *answer variables* are required to have a corresponding named individual. This is important as in the restricted closed-world interpretation of CQs we only use answer variables, and then all inference problems are decidable in OWL2.

A subsumption hierarchy of CQs can be derived the same way as for OWL classes. Conjunctive queries are a generalization of OWL class expressions, as all class expression can be trivially transformed to an atomic CQ with one variable:

$$C \rightarrow Q(x) \equiv C(x)$$

As a result subsumption can be defined across CQs and OWL named classes, and hierarchy of CQs and classes can be merged. As an example for the CQ in equation 1:

$$GC_{S16,2} \subseteq Donation.$$
Satisfiability of conjunctive queries can be derived from subsumption the same way as for OWL classes, by defining the always unsatisfiable CQ:

\[ Q_\perp(x) \equiv \bot(x) \]

\( Q(\ldots) \) is unsatisfiable ⇔ \( Q(\ldots) \subseteq Q_\perp(x) \)

Subsumption relations across CQs and OWL classes are important for designing tool support and knowledge engineering methodology. Conjunctive queries are not yet natively supported by major ontology editors but can be integrated into e.g. class hierarchy in a relatively straightforward manner giving confidence to knowledge engineers.

### 4.1 Application in HARNESS

In legal inference we have two distinct modelling issues: creating a domain ontology for enforcing valid case descriptions and formalizing normative knowledge in legal assessment. In the assessment part we are using the HARNESS architecture [5] providing definitions for generic cases (GC). A generic case represents the situation describing the condition part of a norm.

The domain ontology must be consistent and all kind of inferences (including full consistency) are required, OWL is an adequate formalism. With GC descriptions, however, the only inferences required are hierarchy of GCs (is one description more general than another?) and case entailment (does a case fulfill all conditions of a GC?). The problem of modelling complex structures generally occur with GCs, so we will propose to use conjunctive queries in specifying generic cases.

We can use conjunctive queries to describe generic cases while the rest of the model is still specified in OWL2. In Figure 2 parts of a general HARNESS knowledge base are shown. LKIF-core and HARNESS base are standard ontology modules: providing basic legal concepts, the base class for norms and deontic operators. Domain concepts include terminological knowledge for specifying input case descriptions. The normative knowledge is provided in part Norms, allowing conjunctive queries for modelling conditions. Consistency of an input case specification can be verified using conventional DL tools and only evaluating the deontic reasoner requires conjunctive query evaluation.

Conjunctive queries are appropriate because inference services are available to cover the tasks required in HARNESS:

- query answering matches input case descriptions with relevant norms,
– **subsumption relations** provide exceptions (lex specialis) for norms in the model and
– **satisfiability** ensures that each norm is consistent with the domain model.

An experimental implementation for the closed-world interpretation (using only answer variables) has been provided. The reasoner can use any DL reasoner (black-box reasoning) or Pellet\(^4\) and its highly optimized algorithms. The CQ reasoner can be accessed from Protégé\(^5\) as a plug-in and can be selected instead other DL reasoners.

When using HARNESS, legal knowledge bases with conjunctive queries are supported. The generic situations in the normative part of the knowledge base can be expressed both using OWL class expressions or conjunctive queries. Generic situations can be reviewed in a combined hierarchy following *lex specialis* relations and also showing all cases satisfying the condition.

## 5 Future plans

An important feature of legal expert systems is the ability to provide reliable and comprehensible explanations for inference results. For OWL this can be achieved using a recent feature of the Pellet reasoner: laconic justifications [11, 12]. These are minimal set of axioms supporting a single conclusion, extracting the piece of information required for understanding a single issue. As conjunctive queries are handled by an additional reasoning mechanism, explanation services should be extended to support justifications in these legal knowledge bases.

Unfortunately description logics are hard to comprehend for the casual users, so when non-expert users should be able to interpret explanations, OWL axioms have to be translated to natural language or a graphical representation. The former can be achieved with NLP tools like ROO Rabbit [13] or Ace View [14]. We already took steps on adopting these services to handle queries and translate them to our target language, Hungarian.
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Abstract. The need for managing the conceptual representation of European law led to the development of the Legal Taxonomy Syllabus (LTS) and the related methodology. In this paper we consider further legal issues that emerged during the test and use phases, and outline the new features that we added to the new version, the LTS 2.0.

1 Introduction

European Union Directives (EUDs) are sets of norms that have to be implemented by the national legislations and translated into the language of each Member State. The general problem of multilingualism in European legislation has recently been tackled by linguistic and ontological tools [1, 2, 3, 4]. The management of EUD is particularly complex, since the implementation of a EUD does not correspond to a straight transposition into a national law.

In previous work we carried out the Legal Taxonomy Syllabus⁴ (LTS), a tool to build multilingual conceptual dictionaries aimed at representing and analysing terminologies and concepts from EUDs [5, 6]. LTS is based on the distinction between terms and concepts. The latter ones are arranged into ontologies that are organised in levels. Only two levels were defined: the European level –containing only one ontology deriving from EUDs annotations–, and the national level –hosting the distinct ontologies deriving from the legislations of EU member states.

While annotating the EUDs, testing and using the system, some more requirements emerged from users expert in law, demanding for a more sophisticated approach along with further developmental efforts: first, it is frequent the case of concepts which are the result of a doctrinal interpretation process rather than of the definition in directives. If, on the one hand, the definitions in directives and their relation with the actual text are required by legal scholars to have a precise model of European law, the layman is more interested in the concepts which results from the doctrinal interpretation. Furthermore, laws are typical objects evolving through time. An open issue to cope with in building legal frameworks both at the European and at the national level is the normative change [7, 8]. Concepts in the legal ontologies should not only represent the consolidated legal text, but should also keep trace of the evolution of meaning.

⁴ http://www.eulawtaxonomy.org
In this paper we consider not only the terms defined in the directives, but also the interpretation process of legal scholars in the LTS and how to better integrate concepts and the text of EUDs in the LTS. We answer the first question by introducing abstract concepts (abstract in that they are not related to a single directive), which should be conveniently recognized as a grouping of concepts. The users will be thereby allowed to navigate the ontology at different levels of details depending on their goals. Moreover, exploiting natural language processing techniques we greatly simplify the management of legal text associated to concepts. Also, we investigate how to extend the ontology with a temporal dimension to the ends of representing normative change, and to allow users to search also for past meanings of terms and the modified norms introducing them. To these ends, we introduce time into the ontology, and allow new concepts to replace the old ones while keeping the latter ones in the system as well.

2 Multilingual and Multilevel Ontologies for European Directives

Comparative Law has identified two key points in dealing with EUD, which make more difficult dealing with the polysemy of legal terms. We call them the terminological and conceptual misalignments. The first problem is determined by the lexical ambiguity of the legal terms (in particular homonymy) in the translation of EUDs. The second problem is determined by the lexical and conceptual ambiguity of the legal terms (in particular polysemy) in the implementation of EUDs. These issues determined the development of the first release of the LTS, and have been illustrated in [6].

We now illustrate further issues in handling EUDs that required to devise further features to enrich the original LTS.

2.1 Concepts Abstraction

The LTS system relies on the concept of unitary-meaning or umeaning: such atomic concepts can be derived from excerpts of the text of legal norms, such as European directives or national laws, and are arranged into two separate categories of umeanings, as described in [6]. EUDs provide rigorous definitions of some terms, such as the definition of the Italian term consumatore (consumer), in the Italian version of the EUD 93/13/EEC, Art. 2 is:

\[ \ldots \](b) “consumatore”: qualsiasi persona fisica che, nei contratti oggetto della presente direttiva, agisce per fini che non rientrano nel quadro della sua attività professionale; [...] \]
\[ \ldots \](b) “consumer”: means any natural person who, in contracts covered by this Directive, is acting for purposes which are outside his professional activity; [...] (our literal translation) \]

However, two facts must be pointed out. Different EUDs might affect different aspects of the legislation: thus the definition of a term in a EUD only applies to a specific context. Furthermore, EUDs could be written at different points in time, and they can introduce diverging definitions. Let us consider the definition of consumatore, as it appears in the Italian version of the EUD 2002/65/EC, Art. 1:
We remark that in contrast with English, in Italian the second definition of consumatore is broader than the first one, since the term professionale (professional) does not include commerciale (business). This divergence of term definitions can often occur, since EUDs have usually a sectorial specific target. In this way, EUDs covering different sectors can provide different definitions, and as many views on the same concept. Lawyers and legislators started to put together highly sectorial concepts into more abstract concepts with broader meaning, in order to describe (complex) entities, such as the consumatore in all of its aspects.

In recent years, in the Italian legislation EUDs are not being implemented as single laws, but rather as groups of EUDs. The juridical concepts are defined as the union of all the sectorial concepts provided by the individual EUDs, as a result of the doctrinal interpretation process of directives. These problems are common to all European languages. Consider, for instance the definition of consumer, in the English version of the EUD 1999/44/EC, Art. 1.2 is:

(a) consumer: shall mean any natural person who, in the contracts covered by this Directive, is acting for purposes which are not related to his trade, business or profession; [...] 

that has a different meaning with respect to the definition of consumer given in the Council Directive 90/314/EEC, Art. 2.4:

“consumer” means the person who takes or agrees to take the package (‘the principal contractor’), or any person on whose behalf the principal contractor agrees to purchase the package (‘the other beneficiaries’) or any person to whom the principal contractor or any of the other beneficiaries transfers the package (‘the transferee’) [...] 

The LTS should be able to represent both the more specific dimension related to the definitions in EUDs and the more abstract one which results from the doctrinal interpretation of European law. The LTS allows inserting the text paragraphs where meanings are defined. However, to gain better understanding of legal concepts, it is often required to consider a broader fragment. For example, in the case of consumer the definition is not enough, and it is necessary to collect multiple paragraphs where consumer protection norms are presented and discussed.

2.2 Normative Change

Another big open issue to cope with in building tools for describing legal frameworks both at the European and at the national level is the normative change [7]. One major problem, well-known in the literature, is the update of non-monotonic ontologies and knowledge bases [8]. In other words, not necessarily ontologies and knowledge bases have a structure constant through time (e.g., see [9]): concepts and relations present in the ontology can become obsolete as new concepts and relations are added. This is
indeed the case of legal frameworks, that are continuously modified as new laws can modify paragraphs of old ones.

We can have two types of normative change: explicit change and implicit change. In the first case the new norm explicitly states the abrogation of a specific paragraph of an old law (for details on this line of investigation, please refer to [10]). Alternatively, the newer law can state a concept in contradiction to previous laws, but without mentioning them explicitly. In this case the concept stated by the new law becomes the current one; also, the parts of the old laws affected by changes (no longer updated) become obsolete.

3 From LTS 1.0 to LTS 2.0

In this Section we first summarize the functionalities of the existing LTS [6], and then we explain how it has been extended to cope with the new requirements described in the previous Section.

3.1 LTS 1.0

The main assumptions of our methodology come from studies in comparative law [11] and ontologies engineering [12]. Terms – lexical entries for legal information –, and concepts must be distinguished; for this purpose we use lightweight ontologies, i.e. simple taxonomic structures of primitive or composite terms together with associated definitions. They are hardly axiomatized as the intended meaning of the terms used by the community is more or less known in advance by all members, and the ontology can be limited to those structural relationships among terms that are considered as relevant.

We distinguish the ontology implicitly defined by EUD, the EU level, from the various national ontologies. Each one of these “particular” ontologies belongs to the national level: i.e., each national legislation refers to a distinct national legal ontology. We do not assume that the transposition of an EUD automatically introduces in a national ontology the same concepts that are present at the EU level.

Corresponding concepts at the EU level and at the national level can be denoted by different terms in the same national language.

A standard way to properly manage large multilingual lexical databases is to make a clear distinction among terms and their interlingual acceptions (or axies) [13].

In the LTS project to properly manage terminological and conceptual misalignment, we distinguish the notion of legal term from the notion of legal concept and we build a systematic classification based on this distinction. The basic idea in our system is that the conceptual backbone consists in a taxonomy of concepts (ontology) to which the terms can refer in order to express their meaning. One of the main points to keep in mind is that we do not assume the existence of a single taxonomy covering all languages. In fact, the different national systems may organize the concepts in different ways. For instance, the term contract corresponds to different concepts in common law and civil law, where it has the meaning of bargain and agreement, respectively [14]. In most complex instances, there are no homologous between terms-concepts such as frutto civile (legal fruit) and income, but respectively civil law and common law systems can achieve functionally similar operational rules thanks to the functioning of the entire taxonomy of national legal concepts [15]. Consequently, the LTS includes different ontologies, one for each involved national language plus one for the language of EU
documents. Each language-specific ontology is related via a set of association links to the EU concepts, as shown in Fig. 1.

Although this picture is conform to intuition, in the basic LTS it has been implemented by taking two issues into account. First, it must be observed that the various national ontologies have a reference language. This is not the case for the EU ontology. For instance, a given term in English could refer either to a concept in the UK ontology or to a concept in the EU ontology. In the first case, the term is used for referring to a concept in the national UK legal system, whilst in the second one, it is used to refer to a concept used in the European directives. This is one of the main advantages of LTS. For example klar und verständlich could refer both to concept Ger-379 (a concept in the German Ontology) and to concept EU-882 (a concept in the European ontology). This is the LTS solution for facing the possibility of a partial correspondence between the meaning of a term in the national system and the meaning of the same term in the translation of a EU directive. This feature enables the LTS to be more precise about what “translation” means. It makes available a way for asserting that two terms are the translation of each other, but just in case those terms have been used in the translation of an EU directive: within LTS, we can talk about direct EU-to-national translations of terms, and about implicit national-to-national translations of terms. In other words, we distinguish between explicit and implicit associations among concepts belonging to different levels. The former ones are direct links that are explicitly used by legal experts to mark a relation between concepts. The latter ones are indirect links: if we start from a concept at a given national level, by following a direct link we reach another concept at European level. Then, we will be able to see how that concept is mapped onto further concepts at the various national levels.

The situation enforced in LTS is depicted in Fig. 1, where it is represented that the Italian term Term-Ita-A and the German term Term-Ger-A have been used as corresponding terms in the translation of an EU directive, as shown by the fact that both of them refer to the same EU-concept EU-1. In the Italian legal system, Term-Ita-A has the meaning Ita-2. In the German legal system, Term-Ger-A has the meaning Ger-3. The EU translations of the directive is correct insofar no terms exist in Italian and German that characterize precisely the concept EU-1 in the two languages (i.e., the “associated” concepts Ita-4 and Ger-5 have no corresponding legal terms). A
practical example of such a situation is reported in Fig. 2, where we can see that the ontologies include different types of arcs. Beyond the usual is-a (linking a category to its supercategory), there are also the arcs purpose, which relate a concept to the legal principle motivating it, and concerns, which refer to a general relatedness. The dotted arcs represent the reference from terms to concepts. Some terms have links both to a National ontology and to the EU Ontology (in particular, withdrawal vs. recesso and difesa del consumatore vs. consumer protection).

The last item above is especially relevant: note that this configuration of arcs specifies that: 1) withdrawal and recesso have been used as equivalent terms (concept EU-2) in some European Directives (e.g., Directive 90/314/EEC). 2) In that context, the term involved an act having as purpose some kind of protection of the consumer. 3) The terms used for referring to the latter are consumer protection in English and difesa del consumatore in Italian. 4) In the British legal system, however, not all withdrawals have this goal, but only a subtype of them, to which the code refers to as cancellation (concept Eng-3). 5) In the Italian legal system, the term diritto di recesso is ambiguous, since it can be used with reference either to something concerning the risoluzione (concept Ita-4), or to something concerning the recesso proper (concept Ita-3).

3.2 Enhancing LTS with interpretation and abstraction

As described in Section 2.1, different pieces of legislations can bear different definitions of terms. Having different detailed definitions is important during the interpretation of very sectorial legal cases, but for the general case it is important to have a view that abstracts from the peculiarities of specific domains.

In order to solve this problem we introduced a new kind of ontologic relation called INTERPRETED AS: it is a non transitive relation where the more general umeaning, that we will call group leader represents the abstracted concept that groups the meaning of a number of more specific umeanings, that are the sectorial umeanings defined in the individual EUDs or national laws (see Fig. 3).
We have also introduced a number of constraints and integrity checks to ensure that the semantics of the grouping concept is respected and to improve the usability of the system: i) each umeaning can belong to a single group; ii) a group leader cannot exist without group members; iii) when the user searches into the umeaning database, more specific umeanings are excluded from the results unless the user explicitly asks to show them, i.e. only the group leaders are shown in the results. The need to contextualize concepts to the EUDs defining them leads to the need of more complex instruments to deal with the language of the norms. An umeaning is defined by the legal texts themselves; this makes clear that the creation of umeaning is a quite long task, because it requires from the user searching and reading a very large number of documents.

In order to ease this process, we developed a database that contains the full versions of the desired EUDs and national laws. In this way, the user can carry out his task according to the following workflow. 1) The user creates a new umeaning linked with the term he wants to define; 2) He selects relevant citation from legal text; consequently, the browser is redirected to a search page and the main term attached to the umeaning is used as the default query; 3) After choosing one of the search results, the full text of the legal document is displayed, with the search terms highlighted; 4) Finally, the user selects the text that will go in the citation with the mouse and confirms the insertion in the references database. Lastly, when the user searches for a term in the documents database, the search is not performed upon the exact words, rather with their roots, so for instance when performing the search on the term “contracts” also documents containing only “contract” will be found, this seems to enhance the information retrieval performance as shown in [16].

### 3.3 LTS with normative change

When a new normative is approved and enacted it can define a number of new umeanings; moreover it can happen that the same law can change a number of old umeanings defined by old laws. In particular, these old umeaning can become obsolete and no longer valid. We are aware of the difficulties concerning the modelling of the time in

![Diagram](image_url)
artificial intelligence and in formal ontology too\textsuperscript{5}. Anyway, in LTS we adopted a naive solution in order to manage the simpler situation concerning t In the LTS it was necessary to delete all old umeanings, causing the loss of all historic informations from the database, informations that are quite valuable to better understand the evolving of the normative. This problem was resolved by using the same solution adopted for the interpretation and abstraction of the norms (Section 3.2), i.e. empowering LTS with a new ontological relation called $REPLACED\_BY$.

When the paragraph of an EUD defining an umeaning has been modified by a new EUD, the new one defines a new umeaning that will replace the old umeaning in the ontology. There will be a relation of type $REPLACED\_BY$ between the two umeanings, where the child umeaning is replaced by the more general umeaning. Also in this case the new ontological relation has some peculiar characteristics that distinguishes it from the usual ontological relations (Figure 4): i) a $REPLACED\_BY$ relation brings with it a new data field not present in the other relations: the substitution date; ii) when the user performs a search in the umeanings database the replaced ones will not be shown, unless the user asks for a certain past date, thus obtaining a snapshot of the legal ontology that was valid in that particular moment; iii) when a new umeaning replaces an old one all the ontological relations where the old umeaning appeared are automatically copied in the new umeaning. If some of them are no longer valid with the new umeaning, manual intervention from the user is required.

4 Conclusions

In this paper we discuss some features that have recently been introduced in the LTS, a tool for building multilingual conceptual dictionaries for the EU law. The tool is based on lightweight ontologies to emphasize the distinction between concepts and terms. Different ontologies are built at the EU level and for each national language, to deal with polysemy and terminological and conceptual misalignment.

The present work illustrates how to distinguish between concepts as they are defined in the text of the directives and the concepts representing the doctrinal interpretation

\textsuperscript{5} E.g. see [17] for a general survey and [7] for normative systems.
of the terms. Moreover, we point out how to deal with normative change by introducing a temporal dimension in ontologies.

Future work will involve exploring how to extend the LTS ontology, with special focus on the issue of populating it at the various levels by semi-automatic approaches [18].
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Abstract. In this paper we introduce the Mediation Core Ontology (MCO), and the steps taken in order to model the expert knowledge on the mediation domain. MCO is created from scratch by eliciting practical knowledge from mediation experts to identify the basic working concepts of the domain. MCO offers initial support towards knowledge acquisition and reasoning and, in later steps, will serve as a general basis for the development of different mediation domain and sub-domain ontologies to be used by the ONTOMEDIA mediation platform, currently also under development.

1 Introduction

Online Dispute Resolution (ODR) is an umbrella domain that covers a full range of processes (i.e. negotiation, early neutral evaluation, conciliation, mediation, and arbitration) to handle disputes online. While it was sometimes viewed as the online equivalent of ADR (Alternative Dispute Resolution) processes, there is a growing consensus in specialized literature that considers ODR more than just the delivery of alternative dispute resolution (ADR) services through the Internet, especially since Katsh first suggested to give technology the role of a ”four party” [1]. In this line, the emergence of a panoply of both new terminologies and typologies to systematize current ODR practices proves that the domain is becoming a branch of dispute resolution in its own right [2, 3, 4, 5].

For fifteen years now, ODR processes have evolved with the development of the Internet. As an example, ENSs (e-negotiation systems) deployed in the Web use different Internet technologies to actively assist negotiators, facilitators, and mediators [6]. Yet, some experts have warned that ODR service providers may be lagging behind the curve of recent developments in both Web 2.0 and Semantic Web [7, 8, 9].

The ONTOMEDIA project aims at filling this gap by designing an interactive, web-based mediation platform to assist disputing parties and mediators in identifying different options for the management and resolution of disputes in different domains.\(^3\) One of the objectives of ONTOMEDIA is to model expert knowledge on mediation

as a domain independent process that, in turn, may be able to encompass different mediation sub-domains (i.e. commerce, family, health, workplace, environment, etc.). The ONTOMEDIA platform will therefore assist users in considering different options of mediation and guiding them throughout the online mediation process.

In this paper we describe the methodological approach taken for modeling expert knowledge on mediation processes, and outline the design of the Mediation Core Ontology (MCO). MCO thus represents the common and reusable structure of mediation processes, which will provide the platform with conceptual machine-processable knowledge regarding mediation events. This is one of the first attempts to design an ontology that models mediation processes within the dispute resolution field.

1.1 Mediation as a domain of knowledge

A meta-analysis of the relational justice domain (the justice produced through cooperative behavior, agreement, negotiation, or dialogue among actors in conflict or post-conflict situations) reveals that there are at least thirty disciplinary areas contributing to the development of the domain [10]. It therefore comes as no surprise if the mediation domain is populated with a full range of concepts, operational definitions, and models [11, 12]. To quote a recent example, Alexander identifies up to six models of mediation practice: settlement mediation, facilitative mediation, transformative mediation, expert advisory mediation, wise counsel mediation, and tradition-based mediation [12]. In addition, as far as it provides a new procedural and communicational framework for interaction, decision-making, and emotion expression [13] online mediation may substantially transform any of those models.

Mediation as a process While bearing in mind the many possible ways in which mediation might be defined and modeled, therefore, we have opted for an approach that emphasizes the representation of the procedural aspects of mediation over the epistemological and theoretical ones. This is not meant to be an entirely agnostic approach, since the focus on procedures already implies epistemological and theoretical choices. Similarly, the emphasis on procedural knowledge does not entail neglecting conceptual knowledge on mediation. Rather, we intend MCO to be a shareable and reusable ontology so that we needed to restrain these ontological commitments to a minimum [14].

Coherently, we propose to define mediation as a voluntary, non-binding process in which a neutral third party, the mediator, assists the parties in reaching a settlement of the dispute. This definition is consistent with the one proposed by the recent Directive 2008/52/EC, and flexible enough to allow any number of disputing parties, roles, and procedural stages of mediation.

4 The Directive 2008/52/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 21 May 2008 on certain aspects of mediation in civil and commercial matters defines mediation in article 3(a) as "a structured process, however named or referred to, whereby two or more parties to a dispute attempt by themselves, on a voluntary basis, to reach an agreement on the settlement of their dispute with the assistance of a mediator. This process may be initiated by the parties or suggested or ordered by a court or prescribed by the law of a Member State".
1.2 Ontologies, mediation and ODR

To date, there is no working ontology dealing with the fundamental concepts of mediation as a process. Certainly, there is precedent work on ontology design within related domains, namely the e-commerce field [15], task collaboration [16], negotiation [17], and negotiation agents [18]. There are also some ontologies that model different conflict events [19, 20] but in these cases the emphasis is put on terrorism and security issues rather than in conflict management.

Finally, there are a number of ongoing research projects that are currently developing ODR-related ontologies. The BEST project (BATNA Establishment using Semantic Web Technology) aims to provide disputing parties with information about their position in the negotiations before they seek professional assistance, and to assist them in the dispute or get information about the legal possibilities to claim compensations 5. The ALIS Project (Automated Legal Intelligent System) combines game theory, computational logic, and legal reasoning to analyze the compliance of parties’ requests in intellectual property disputes [21]. The CEN Workshop on Standardization of Online Dispute Resolution Tools has elaborated a basic ontology of ODR processes 6. While BEST and ALIS are producing in fact legal domain ontologies (covering damage disputes and intellectual property respectively), the CEN ontology is domain-independent and, thus, the closest precedent to our work [22].

2 Mediation Core Ontology development

The initial stages of the ONTOMEDIA project have run in parallel with the elaboration of the White Book on Mediation in Catalonia, a project coordinated by the UAB Institute of Law and Technology 7. The main purpose of the White Book is to provide Catalan lawmakers with in-depth research on the state-of-the-art mediation theories and practices as the basis for future legislation and policies. The White Book project has provided a unique opportunity to gather national and international leading experts and practitioners in a number of work sessions and workshops on concepts, methods, techniques and protocols of mediation.

The expert knowledge and support offered by the participants and the outcomes of the White Book project have been integrated in the methodological development cycle of MCO. The methodological steps followed, already established and shared by several ontology development methodologies (such as METHONTOLOGY [23], On-To-Knowledge (OTK) [24], HCOME [25] or UPON [26], etc.), take into account both the analysis of relevant textual materials towards ontology learning and the participation of experts during all the development process. These methodological requirements influence the general steps taken: a preparatory step (establishment of requirements), a development step (knowledge acquisition, conceptualization and formalization), and an evaluation stage [27]. In the following sections, we will describe the preparatory and development steps.

2.1 Ontology requirements

MCO will serve as a general basis for the development of the mediation domain ontologies and sub-ontologies that will be used by the ONTOMEDIA platform. Therefore, it is directed at knowledge reuse, although it may also offer initial support towards knowledge acquisition and reasoning.

The knowledge acquisition stage is mainly based on the elicitation of expert knowledge. Nevertheless, existing upper ontologies (and legal core ontologies) are taken into account for design purposes. This knowledge acquisition process is guided by a list of questions establishing which knowledge ought to be included in the ontology and what type of answers ought the ontology to be able to give.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Mediation Core Ontology (MCO) Requirements Specification Document</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Purpose</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Methodological approach</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sources of knowledge</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Other sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tool support</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ontology editor</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reuse</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Knowledge acquisition

From the knowledge acquisition perspective, the White Book outputs (early drafts, workshop papers, literature reviews, etc.) are a first-hand input for ontology design in ONTOMEDIA. We have analyzed these materials in consensus building sessions to identify a common conceptual framework broader enough to support different models and sub-domains of mediation. As a result, we elicited an initial taxonomy of concepts and relations, guided by the established competency questions (ORSQ).

A second source of acquisition of knowledge has been drawn from ethnographic fieldwork, since one member of the team has been participating in a multiparty mediation process involving five mediators (this is work in progress). Participant observation has produced informal interviews with mediators conducted either individually or in group to elicit procedural knowledge used by domain experts in their practice. The translation of ethnographic findings into manageable knowledge leading to the design of ontologies relies on experience from related research projects [31, 32]. In this case, ethnographic research also loosely follows the guidelines of the EthnoModel, which are
defined as a set of generic heuristics that "may be used both by investigators to conduct ethnographic studies of work and by designers interested in system design" [i.e. plans, procedures, and coordination] [33]. We have complemented these previous inputs with an analysis of mediation procedures as deployed by major mediation services (both online and off line service providers). Again, we have benefitted here from synergies from the White Book project, where we have developed a template to analyze which mediation stages and related mediation forms are most usual among major service providers (up to 23 so far), regardless of the mediation sub-domain involved [34].

Finally, relevant existing regulations within the European Union (e.g. Directive 2008/52/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 21 May 2008 on certain aspects of mediation in civil and commercial matters) have been taken into account as regards concept definitions and linguistic use of terms. For example, extracted relevant terms in the mediation domain from European regulations are: mediation, parties, dispute, agreement, process, mediator, information, resolution, provider, etc.

### 3 Mediation Core Ontology (MCO)

The knowledge acquired in the previous phase (list of terms and conceptual schemas regarding knowledge required for the competency questions) from the experts has been further formalized in OWL-DL.\(^8\) The current version of the Mediation Core Ontology has 62 classes. The main objective of the formalization stage was to model formally the main acquired concepts related to the mediation domain and to try to establish the most important relations between them.

Our approach has resulted in an initial taxonomic structure formed by the following concepts:

- **MediationAgent**: Includes all possible agents (actors) in the mediation domain.
- **MediationInformationSource**: All possible information sources, including forms that are created within the mediation process or MediationForm (e.g. Agreement ToMediate, or NoticeOfTermination), and other sources of information that can support the claims of the disputants.

\(^8\) The ontology uses OWL DL constructs such as `owl:unionOf` and `owl:disjointWith`, together with cardinality values different from 0 or 1.
MediationTopic: all topics that configure the different types of MediationProcess, for example, mediation regarding family issues, consumer related complaints, environmental issues, school or labour problems, etc. The mediation process, its agents and other related concepts may require different properties according to the topic or the particular problem underlying the process.

MediationProcess: includes the different processes according to their topic. Thus, it includes as subclasses: ConsumerMediation, SchoolMediation, etc.

MediationProcessStage: identifiable stages of a mediation process.

MediationSession: identifiable situations taking part during the mediation process involving the different roles.

MediationRole: all the possible roles that participants may assume in a mediation process (Disputant, Mediator, ServiceProvider are some of its subclasses).

Once this main hierarchy of concepts could be established, these concepts were specified and the main relations existing between them, elicited from experts, were also formalized. At the moment, 12 owl:objectProperty and 1 owl:dataTypeProperties have been included in the ontology.\(^9\) More complex relations and concept definitions have also been specified to allow reasoning on the mediation domain, and facilitate its reuse and specification by the specific ontology for the OntoMedia platform. For example, the ontology includes the specification of the idea that a mediation process requires at least two disputants and one mediator, a termination stage is a mediation process stage that produces a notice of termination (document), an environmental mediation is a mediation process about an environmental topic, etc.

4 Conclusions and future work

In this paper we have introduced the Mediation Core Ontology (MCO), which represents a basic and flexible conceptual structure of mediation processes with minimal ontological commitments. We also offered an overview of the knowledge acquisition process and conceptualization stages leading to its design. Currently, the Mediation Core Ontology includes only the concepts related to the core mediation domain, and may be of use towards knowledge acquisition and reasoning tasks. Future work will include its modular extension to the different mediation subdomains (i.e. labour mediation, family mediation, etc.) and will be adapted for the use of the ONTOMEDIA platform.

Moreover, the Mediation Core Ontology is currently under submission for evaluation to an expert panel from the White Book project, and will be further tested (and refined if necessary) with the instantiation of several currently available mediation services.

Once the ontology has undergone the evaluation and refinement processes it will be made publicly available.

Acknowledgments. We would like to thank the anonymous reviewers for their comments. The research presented in this paper has been developed within the framework of two different projects: (i) ONTOMEDIA: Platform of Web Services for Online Mediation, Spanish Ministry of Industry, Tourism and Commerce (Plan AVANZA 9\(^9\) For example, isMajor is formalized as a data type property with domain NaturalPerson and a boolean range.
Fig. 2. An outline of the Mediation Core Ontology classes
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Abstract. This paper presents an ontology based model which assists the user in formally specifying her or his information demand and in turn to deliver information across diverse authorities and local and functional jurisdictions, but individualised to the user’s needs. For integration of information from and about different sources and relevant authorities, an information layer model is used. Text modules allow for flexibility, the reuse of text, and individualisation of information. Although the focus of this paper is on the transposition of the information duties imposed by the EU Services Directive, most considerations also apply to legal information and transaction portals in general, especially those which need to represent broad as well as in-depth information.

1 Introduction

This paper describes some elements of a draft concept developed by the author within the e-government framework of the Federal Chancellery of Austria with regard to the electronic transposition of the Directive on Services in the Internal Market 2006/123/EC. The Services Directive aims to facilitate the cross-border provision of services within EC-Member States. Legal and administrative barriers, which hinder SMEs from making use of their freedoms to establish and to provide services, are to be removed to boost cross-border service provision. To reach this goal, the Directive enshrines inter alia that all the requirements applicable to providers must be easily accessible at a distance and by electronic means, and that this information must be provided in a clear and unambiguous manner and in plain and intelligible language (Art. 7). Moreover, it must be ensured that all procedures and formalities relating to access to a service activity and to the exercise thereof may be easily completed, at a distance and by electronic means (Art. 8).

Despite the many exceptions, the Services Directive takes a horizontal approach: it establishes common rules for service providers. Services within the meaning of EC Treaty (Art. 49) are all service activities normally provided for remuneration, in particular activities of an industrial character, of commercial character, of craftsman and

of the professions. The Austrian taxonomy differs from this EU definition, as a co-extensive concept of “services” does not exist. Many of the relevant Austrian rules are vertical in the sense that they are activity-related (particular rules for directory publishers, chimney sweepers, private tutors, consulting engineers, veterinaries, etc.). Furthermore, Austria is a Federal State, therefore legislation and enforcement of law on national, regional or local levels need to be incorporated, and a variety of different “competent authorities” has to be involved.\footnote{To learn more about the Services Directive see \cite{1} and \cite{6}, for the Austrian perspective \cite{9}. The situation in Germany is similar, cf. \cite{4}, especially Chapter D.} Bearing the complexity of the Austrian legal framework in mind, representation of cross-linked knowledge about procedures, formalities and other requirements applicable to providers is a very challenging task.

This paper focuses on the information presentation component whilst taking into account that information must be connected to the proper procedures and formalities. Issues relating to administrative back-office processes are not addressed.

\section{An Information Portal for Service Providers}

The concept presented here establishes an information portal which is capable of interlinking text, text elements and meta-data from different levels and sources, in order to satisfy the user’s information demand. According to the specific needs of a user, all relevant text elements have to be identified, selected, and sequenced. To do so, an intelligent, guided navigation system combined with a small question answering system, both based on formal semantic notations, is chosen. Since legal laypeople generally prefer and can better utilize an intelligent navigation system as opposed to searching for foreign or legal concepts, the emphasis is on classification and navigation. For integration of information from and about different sources and relevant authorities, an information layer model is used. This model allows for distributed maintenance of content by the respective authorities. Since the system and its information content have to be developed to a large extent from scratch, and the resulting information portal will have to deliver individualised information units to the user, legal knowledge representation as a top-down approach is employed. A semantic network will not be sufficiently expressive for this task; it must be extended by terminological logic, which allows for negations, non-taxonomic relations and the inference procedures subsumption and instance-classification.\footnote{An interesting approach is taken by Salhofer/Stadlhofer \cite{15}. They use a comparatively easy to use and easy to maintain concept tree for goal discovery, on which ontology based forms can be automatically generated. Though it is also their intention to hide complexity from the user, a concern which is supported only to some extent by this paper, the overall approach is of great value for a public information and transaction portal like the one established here.}

Open textured concepts, the open structure of law and the need for abstract, ex ante interpretation of legal norms and administrative practice are crucial points within such a legal information portal. In many cases constraints will have to be weakly encoded, accompanied by textual explanations and links to further information and supporting bodies. This is not a deficiency of the technical system, but necessary to reflect the special demands of the legal system and to safeguard legal certainty.

The idea of an electronic legal information portal should not be confused with face-to-face legal advice. In a conversation, the adviser will be aware of the individual
context of the question. She or he will know why a specific question is asked and what 
the questioner is going to do with the answer. The adviser may check back, or switch to 
more adequate language if necessary, and has a good chance to detect misconceptions. 
On the contrary, an information portal has to work on a more abstract level and 
without a direct human verification loop. Of course, there already exist some attractive 
electronic legal advice systems which try to simulate face-to-face advice, but feasible 
and trustworthy applications are restricted to very narrow areas or specific topics of 
law, and they usually do not work with cross-border concepts.\footnote{Cf., e.g. the BEST-project \cite{17}, \url{http://www.best-project.nl}.}

\subsection{The User’s Perspective}

A provider who wants to establish in or to deliver services to another EU Member 
State is in general not familiar with the respective foreign legal system. Perhaps she 
or he is also not completely familiar with the language and it is likely that she or he 
lives in a different world of concepts \footnote{For a general description on administrative portals based on life- or business events 
and further references see \cite{11}, pp. 218-230. See also \cite{5}.}. Therefore a foreign provider will not be able 
to assess if the activity in question is, for example, covered by the Austrian Crafts and 
Trade Code, and if so, under which part of it. Maybe a corresponding activity does not 
even or exists with a different meaning in the target country, e.g. dental care of horses 
is in Germany a craft, but in Austria it is just part of the work of the veterinary. 
Even “traditional” professions may be regulated differently, may allow for more or 
less activities or may impose deviant or unexpected requirements, which may have 
no counterpart at all in the provider’s home country. In Austria for many activities 
(within and beyond the Crafts and Trade Code) proficiency has to be proven, and rules 
of practice may be spread over several laws. Even for activities which do not demand 
proof of proficiency, a vast number of professional rules may be applicable. Finally, the 
procedures and formalities a provider must satisfy to access and exercise her or his 
service activity are not restricted to the professional regulations; one may consider, for 
example, rules regarding the operating site, the equipment, the commercial register, 
social insurance duties, etc.

Since the spirt of the Directive is not to make the provider read the law but to 
make the provider comprehend the law, and in particular to make the provider recog- 
nise the requirements imposed on her or him by law and order, it is not sufficient to 
present the original text of the legal norms. The provider needs intelligible, unambigu- 
ous and purposeful information, delivered via an easy-to-use interface, which leads her 
or him through the labyrinth of the Austrian legal system. On basis of the information 
provided, the user should be aware of the requirements imposed on her or him, be 
able to select the effectively necessary formalities and procedures, and to recognize if 
procedures and formalities depend on each other or are concurrent.

Legal information is better understood by laymen when presented in (real life) 
context, e.g. based on life- or business events.\footnote{Proper examples for administrative information portals based on business events 
and trying to involve all administrative levels are the Austrian Amtshelfer \url{http://help-business.gv.at}, the Dutch Overheid voor ondernemers en organisaties} To bundle user relevant information 
in life- or business events allows for interconnecting multiple information sources, ad- 
ministrative bodies and other organisations.\footnote{Proper examples for administrative information portals based on business events 
and trying to involve all administrative levels are the Austrian Amtshelfer \url{http://help-business.gv.at}, the Dutch Overheid voor ondernemers en organisaties} Additionally, provided that texts are appropiately phrased, structured and annotated, the same information content may be
presented or made accessible under different perspectives. Hence the approach taken here is to assign information and processes to service activities and to organise the service activities under canonical business situations. An intelligent semantic class hierarchy should enable the user to shift to related or overlapping business situations or activities, without having to start from the very beginning.

At a first glance, it seems that an in-depth individualisation assists the user best. On the other hand, individualisation must be restricted for reasons of complexity, maintainability, and liability. Additionally, in-depth individualised information may lead the user to get caught in details while loosing the overall view on the whole issue. Maybe the user did not decide about all the details yet, or perhaps she or he is flexible and is searching for variants and options. Here a middle course is attempted. Because of the complexity of the vertical legal rules some individualisation is inevitable, but the user may not become restricted in her or his course of action by partial information or per computer code. One has to be aware that a reduced representation of the complexity of the legal system as well as of the reality, which is done by describing standardised life-or business situations in plain language, produces incomplete knowledge. If complexity is concealed from the reader, her or his scope of behaviour and action will be restricted. The law may of course be presented in a less complicated manner, but not be shortened to fit on the screen or to virtually satisfy the call for simplification of procedures by the Services Directive (Art. 5). Therefore the user has to be given textual information about the reasons and consequences on the differentiations made. Furthermore, the system must fairly point out its limitations and, when indicated, forward the user with her or his information need to a more proper source or to an individual advisory service.

2.2 Starting with some Questions

The order of structural elements arises from the relevant European and Austrian legal framework. Only the essential considerations are mentioned below. The basic structure is the following:

I Select Country of origin
II Select type of provision of services:
   a. Establishment in Austria
   b. Provision of services in Austria without being established in Austria
III If 2 b. was selected: Posting of workers yes/no
IV Select kind of activity (profession)
V If 2 a. was selected and if relevant/applicable:
VI If relevant/applicable: Select location (place of exercise of service activity)
   a. Select legal form of business (sole trader, private ltd. company, . . .
   b. Select specific business situation (branch, agency, . . .

For individualisation of information, the different information needs and different underlying requirements national and foreign EU providers have, must be considered. Moreover, even the differentiation between the citizenship of a natural person and the country of origin of a business may become relevant. A detailed breakdown would

http://www.overheid.nl/ondernemers, or the Australian Business Entry Point http://www.business.gov.au. See also the BASIS Public Services Broker Study [14] and http://www.basis.ie. The focus of the BASIS study was, however, not on information-oriented services but rather, on transaction-oriented services.
significantly increase the complexity of the system. Nevertheless, the system should at least offer the possibility to add text elements tailored to particular needs of providers belonging to specific countries or groups of countries. In case of multilingual content, this option would also allow for language selection.

In the next step a differentiation between providers who want to establish in Austria, and those who want to provide services for a limited period in Austria but are established in another Member State, has to take place. These two situations result in partially differing information needs and differing procedures and formalities. On the one hand, there is the option to describe both situations in one go. This offers the advantage of a more proper way to deal with overlapping contents, and with problems to subsume the real life situation correctly. On the other hand, this would result in longer texts, in which a large number of text elements might be irrelevant for many users. Furthermore, the texts concerning cross-border services must be blanked out for national providers. The final decision was to propose two separate information channels, to develop a common textual connector, to share text elements if applicable, and to allow the user to switch between the two situations.

An essential element is the selection of the kind of activity. Ultimately, the only possibility to guide a foreign provider through the Austrian labyrinth is to connect all relevant information, procedures and formalities to activities or groups of activities and to ask the user for the activity she or he wishes to exercise. Certainly, a valid list of all possible service activities (that would be a few thousand) does not exist, and since law is abstract and the matter a dynamic one, a complete list or description is not achievable at first. However, starting with common, frequently requested activities and working out the feasibility of the rest in the long-term is undoubtedly the best approach.

The question still remains, how can the user find the correct service activity? A foreign provider will be accustomed to different concepts and may assign different meanings to similarly named terms. Therefore the decision was to revert to the relevant parts of the NACE\(^6\) 2.0 classification of economic activities. NACE is a five-level classification primarily used for statistical matters within the EC \(^7\). Since NACE is based on an EC Regulation,\(^7\) it is available in all official languages of the EU and allows the user to navigate in her or his preferred language. Service providers may also be familiar with it from its use in their home country, e.g. for collecting statistical data. For this purpose the relevant parts of NACE have to be extracted, reduced to the levels necessary, and supplemented by subordinated “Austrian” activities. Additionally, a short “job description” in simple and easy to understand terms has to be assigned to each activity to help the user determine which actions are encompassed by a specific concept. This job description should also include relations to similar or overlapping activities. The classification work may be supported by the Austria-specific subclasses and the alphabeticum as developed by Statistics Austria.\(^8\)

Provided the basis is well elaborated, a semantic search could also be implemented at a later stage, e.g. incorporating multilingual thesauri.

Finally, the place of exercise of the activity may be crucial for allocation of information and procedures. In regards to service providers without permanent establishment

\(^6\) Nomenclature générale des activités économiques dans les Communautés européennes.
\(^7\) Regulation 3037/90/EWG recently amended by Regulation 1893/2006/EC.
in Austria, localization is circumstantial and better solved by providing summarized information on regional differences or regional authorities where indeed essential. In respect to cross-border providers who want to establish in Austria, localization on the regional and/or local level may become prerequisite. To serve all relevant constellations the localization tool must be based on postal code level and be connected to an advanced directory reflecting the local, regional and federal jurisdictions. In interaction with the information layer model, localization has to take place at the point where the provision of non-localized information is inadequate.

2.3 Structured Representation of Information

Since law is complex and involved authorities are numerous, and as expert knowledge is usually dispersed over the involved authorities, it will not be possible to develop and maintain all relevant information at one central point. Therefore the information portal presented herein is constructed to be a knowledge base and a directory at the same time. The knowledge base will primarily consist of information on federal level, and basis information on regional level. As regards to electronic procedures, the system must operate as a directory, but may support the development of interoperable processes. To support flexible integration of distributed or shared information sources and processes, text modules and an information layer model are used.

The goal is not to describe any and every activity and business event separately, but to use text elements or text blocks and to assemble them on a case-by-case basis in order to obtain continuous and individualised descriptions, and respectively instructions for the user. The degree of formalisation of course differs, some activities will need to be handled separately, other activities, e.g. those covered by the Crafts and Trade Code, leave more room for formalisation (like common requirements for all or at least groups of professions). The module technique allows also for integration of text elements from external sources into the first layer view, for example job descriptions and professional rules as developed and collected by the Austrian Chamber of Commerce within its own information system.

To work with text modules is, however, sophisticated: not only is the arrangement of the single elements challenging, but it also demands high standards of verbalisation to produce comprehensible and coherent descriptions as a result. Additionally, the editor support must be comprehensive, as changing a text for one instance will change it for all places it is reused as well, and applicability of the modification for all instances of the text block must be checked.

Additionally, an information layer model consisting of two layers is used. The abstract upper level presents basic information on the chosen service activity (or a group of service activities) and the related processes, in context of the chosen business situation. This is done across the diverse authorities (and other stakeholders) and local and functional jurisdictions. Only in a few cases will it be impossible to provide abstract basic information without preceding regionalisation. On this upper level the user shall be given a survey of all relevant requirements, procedures and formalities. The upper level information must be adequate to enable the user to recognize and identify those requirements which apply to her or him, and to further specify any possible supplementary information need and her or his line of action.

The second layer provides detailed information about single elements of the upper level, especially in regard to specific requirements of formalities and procedures. Consequently, specification of authorities and their functional and local jurisdiction must
take place within the second layer. At this point electronic procedures or forms may also be integrated or linked if existing. In a next step a SOA to enable semantic search of Web Services [2], [12], [16] could be modelled.\(^9\)

This approach not only allows for structured integration of information subject to distributed competencies, it also allows for distributed supply of content. At this juncture it does not matter if external actors bring in content or if the second level links to external content. The latter variant will be more attractive for those authorities which do not want to give up their individual appearance or own information portals. Both variants of course assume a coordinated network and some agreement on wording, structuring and quality of texts, especially since the text must be coherent in regard to first layer information.

3 Observations

The considerations within this paper rely to some extent on a small prototype application developed in summer 2008.\(^10\) The prototype was built to visualise the requirements that a system has to meet to fulfill the information duties of the Services Directive. It deals with two rather complex service activities, and since its task was to be just a showcase, it is predominantly hard-coded. The lesson learned from the prototype: aside of structural and layout deficiencies, the application was devised too simplistic and turned out to be unable to transport the complexity of the existing legal framework in a way which is transparent and useful to the user.

The concept provided herein is decidedly more intricate, and thus able to carry the demands of the existing legal framework. The details on its implementation are, however, not yet certain. But even though the Directive’s transposition deadline (by 28th December 2009) is pressing, a sustainable system based on an overall plan, which may be finalised in all its intricacies at a later point in time, should be given priority over a hastily constructed portal which is inadequate.

At the end of this paper the reader may question the actual need for such complexity in the law, but this is outside of the scope of this discussion. What is certain is that administrative simplification should not be tackled by means of modern ICT alone, but also deliberate techniques such as legal and regulatory measures and process reengineering [13].
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Abstract. The knowledge management problems involved in managing the consequences of organizational change processes triggered by changes in the law, for instance for business processes, services, databases, fielded applications, forms and documents, and internal education, make a good case for application of some state-of-the-art concepts in legal knowledge representation.

The recently started AGILE project addresses the legal dimension of management of organizational change processes. This paper introduces the AGILE project, and presents an initial overview of relevant relations between sources of law and the business processes and services of the administrative organization, based on concepts familiar in legal theory and legal knowledge representation. It also proposes the application of change-oriented features of the MetaLex XML standard to organizational change.

1 Introduction

Driven by the increasing legal convergence and legal complexity, an increasing pace of organizational change in public administration, and increased use of IT and web services, the interest in legal knowledge representation in public administrations is gradually increasing but also changing in nature.

Initially interest was focused on the utility of fielding computer systems built using a knowledge engineering approach; More recently the focus shifted to the potential utility of knowledge representation for comparative and for maintenance purposes, and for increasing the efficiency of the organizational change process itself.

Compared to the standards set by knowledge engineering research, fielded systems in public administration and elsewhere that use explicit knowledge representation to support decision making processes are technically and theoretically straightforward. The required transparency, and the great challenge real world knowledge representation poses for the people implementing such systems, act as a natural limit to the complexity of these decision support systems. The required functionality rarely by itself justifies state-of-the-art legal knowledge representation.

As we will argue in section 1.1, however, the knowledge management problems involved in managing the consequences of organizational change processes triggered by changes in the law, for business processes, services, databases, fielded applications, forms and documents, internal education, etc, make a considerably better case for some state-of-the-art concepts in legal knowledge representation.
The recently started AGILE project, introduced in section 2, addresses management of institutional change, sometimes driven by changing legislation and sometimes by environmental factors.

Section 3 presents an initial overview of relevant relations between sources of law and the business processes and services of the administrative organization, based on concepts familiar in legal theory and legal knowledge representation. This account is a first, tentative step towards a design method that should help organizations to adapt to new or changing legislation.

1.1 Background

Inside public administrations, and on the interfaces between them, ICT and Internet have a large impact. Some decision making processes are nowadays assisted by computer applications, and others are more or less autonomously performed by the computer.

At the same time, service-oriented architectures are becoming the prominent paradigm for building enterprise information systems, also in administrative agencies. Service-orientation leads to new network arrangements between administrative agencies for sharing data, etc. This development in itself leads to attention for the adaptability and accountability issues that arise (cf. [9]).

The services in question are in an administrative setting often implementations of public legal acts, performed by public legal personalities, based in formal legislation. Legislation gives administrative organizations public personality, defines what the core functions of public organizations are, and what services they provide. It guides how the organization subdivides itself into administrative units, how it organizes business processes inside the organization, and eventually how the functions of the organization are realized by civil servants and computer systems.

Business process design and design of specialized computer systems are both usually based on explicit models in various modeling languages of what the business process or computer application should achieve. These models are supposedly used as a specification of the objectives of an organizational change process or application development process. When legislation changes, these models are updated, and the organization’s structures and computer programs have to be changed to conform to the models.

In the past these changes were conceived of as temporary interruptions of long periods of everything staying the same. This was certainly the case when the adaptation of existing systems was still considered a frightening prospect: things did change but the changes where carefully orchestrated to not impact existing procedures, network arrangements with other organizations, and computer systems. But as the perceived capacity of organizations to organize change processes increases, and the number of fielded computer applications increases, so does the pace of change in legislation directly affecting existing computer applications.

Tax legislation is for instance changed every year, leading to continuous adaptation of relevant computer applications for next year and the years after that, while the legislation of the present year and previous years is still being applied. In the business process design literature, awareness of this phenomenon has led to a new conception of the organization as an entity that is constantly in the process of changing: the organization is constantly conceptualizing and comparing what it is and what it is becoming.
Attention for knowledge representation of sources of law is very often triggered by such administrative change processes driven by new legislation and other sources of law, such as case law and internal written policies.

The change processes triggered by the legal system are increasingly expensive, especially if they involve changes in ICT infrastructure. Knowledge representation is seen as a means to potentially reduce costs and increase efficiency through increased control over the knowledge dimension of the change process. Our past work for the Dutch Tax and Customs Administration (DTCA; cf. for instance [4]) was for instance clearly related to the huge change process triggered by the complete overhaul of the Dutch income tax law in 2001. The Juridisch Loket (cf. [15]) project on pro bono legal assistance, and the DURP project on spatial planning (cf. [3]) were for instance also driven by an overhaul of legislation.

These trends have led to the AGILE project, described in the next section of this paper.

2 The AGILE Project

In the AGILE project (acronym for Advanced Governance of Information services through Legal Engineering) we aim at developing a design method, distributed service architecture and supporting tools that enable organizations – administrative and otherwise – to orchestrate their legal information services in a networked environment.

At issue is the adaptivity of ICT infrastructure, of business processes, and of data and knowledge within the organization, given changing legal demands and constraints.

The AGILE project started in the second half of 2008 and will last for four years. The project will use knowledge representation technology developed within the semantic web community, OWL DL, as a starting point, but will extend it where necessary with elements specific for the legal domain or the objectives of the project.

The primary purpose of modeling implementation of legislation in OWL is to account for that implementation, to validate it, and to simulate new service arrangements. Deployment of OWL-based services is not intended: actual technical implementation has to take into account the existing technical infrastructure of an organization, and modernizing infrastructure is not the focus of the project.

Complex Adaptive Systems Based on complex adaptive systems (CAS) theory, the project will develop a service modeling and design method that should help organizations to adapt to new or changing legislation. The essence of CAS theory is the study of systems built of individual agents (being persons, business units, or organizations) that are capable of adapting as they interact with each other and with an environment, in order to understand how the individual affects system-level responses.

The proposed method should take the resilience of existing systems, dependencies on the environment, and the unpredictability of change processes explicitly into account (cf. generally [9]). The objective of this part of the project is to improve the adaptability of ICT infrastructure, of business processes, and of knowledge in the organization.

The underlying premise is that simply determining future needs and requirements is not the right approach, due to the inherent unpredictability of a complex environment and the fact that there are already many working (social and information) systems in place which can not and should not be ignored.

The simulation architecture and tools are out of scope of this paper.
Pilot studies Results from the research tracks discussed will be tested in the context of two actual business cases. One at the Dutch Immigration and Naturalisation Service (IND) and one at the Dutch Tax and Customs Administration (DTCA).

In both organizations, timely and efficient adaptation to changing legislation, case law, and patterns of behaviour accommodating or evading law in the relevant environment is seen as an important organizational objective, whose realization is causing problems.

3 Legal Concepts in Agile

Of specific relevance to a world dominated by written declarations and decisions, databases, web services, and changing sources of law is an account of formal acts, and of the act of providing evidence for a legally relevant proposition. In this account the concepts developed in the MetaLex standardization effort, presented next, play an important role.

*Formal* legal acts are characterized by 1) the requirement that one intends to bring about a certain institutional change, and 2) that this intent is communicated in writing, i.e. the institutional change is *represented*. Both the act of legislating and the various paper or software-based acts of administrative organizations have this nature.

The relation between sources of law and the business processes and services of the administrative organization will be explained in terms of the institutionalization and formalization of normative order (cf. [10, 2]). The notion of services – which usually has no direct counterpart in the relevant sources of law – will be explained in terms of Hohfeld’s directed jural relationships (cf. [8]). Both the constitutive rule (cf. generally [11]) and Hohfeld’s categories (cf. for instance [12]) are mainstays in legal knowledge representation and legal philosophical logic.

**MetaLex** To implement traceability from knowledge representation to sources of law, the AGILE project will build on the results of our work on MetaLex XML (cf. for instance [6, 5, 2]).

MetaLex serves as a common document format, processing model, and metadata set for software development. In addition, the MetaLex CEN committee defines a single jurisdiction-neutral and transparent uniform resource identifier (URI) based open, persistent, globally unique, memorizable, meaningful, even to some extent “guessable” naming convention for legislative resources, that can be used productively in OWL modeling.

MetaLex and the MetaLex naming convention strictly distinguish the source of law as a published work from its set of expressions over time, and the expression from its various manifestations, and the various locatable items that exemplify these manifestations, as recommended by the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records (FRBR; cf. [13]). MetaLex extends the FRBR with a detailed but jurisdiction-independent model of the lifecycle of sources of law, that models the source of law as a succession of consolidated versions in force, and optionally *ex tunc* consolidations to capture the possibility of correction (errata corrig) or annulment after the fact of modifications by a constitutional court.

In the MetaLex metadata set, represented in an OWL ontology, the **realizes** property between expressions and works represents the connection between the two ontological levels at which documents exist that are of relevance to their real world
use. The source of law on the expression level for instance cites other rules on the work level, while the legal rules we represent are necessarily identified by their representation in expressions. A citation (text fragment) w applies to (concept) C should for instance be read as each legal rule that is represented by an expression-level text fragment that realizes work fragment w applies to C. This representation technique, an implementation of the idea of ontological stratification (cf. [7, 14, 2]), will play an important role in the AGILE project.

In current organizational practice the management of changing sources of law (particularly at the levels below formal law) is a notable weak point, and ex tunc change is often never heard of.

**Institutions and Rules** The primary purpose of legal knowledge representation for the administrative organization is to keep track of how it implements law in its organizational structure, business processes, data structures, business rules, and resource allocation practices. On the other hand the administrative organization has a number of good reasons to keep specifications relating to these ontologically distinct from their legal abstractions.

Firstly, there is often a mismatch between the conceptualization of the acts performed as found in the sources of law and the more practical conceptualization within the organization, even if there is a considerable overlap in terms. Law is not the only source of design requirements and constraints, and the implementation of well-defined decision making procedures and software support requires additional commitments.

Secondly, the concurrent use of different regimes within an organization, or of alternative procedures for performing the same legal act (for real or for simulation), make such an identification tricky. While the organization may for instance use the vocabulary of the law to structure it’s data structures, it will inevitably be confronted with changes in that vocabulary, and the question which data can be regrounded in the new legal vocabulary.

Thirdly, straightforward legal rules are often in practice implemented as formal acts, creating a confusion between proposition and formal representations of such a proposition. For immigration, the proposition that someone is married may for instance be legally relevant; In the implementation of this criterion this however for instance becomes the proposition that someone has supplied a marriage certificate.

Since marriages may end, such a proposition is obviously not an essential quality of a person: the correct way to represent such a proposition is as a participation in a (time-limited) marriage. Moreover, if the organization for instance adds another condition that the marriage certificate must be less than one year old, and a procedure may take more than one year, a service requester may in fact be required to supply a marriage certificate multiple times. A certificate may in fact be still valid at the moment of decision making, while the marriage is not at the point in time in existence.

The administrative organization is conceived of as an implementation of a legal institution. Institutions can be conceptualized as abstract social systems with a well-defined interface with an environment. The structures of the legal institution are defined by the institutional facts that make up the institution, and its mechanisms of change are the constitutive rules – found in the relevant sources of law – that specify what brute act constitutes, or counts as, an institutional act. The administrative organization must at least implement each of the relevant institutional acts it is supposed to perform in brute reality in a business process and advertise it as a service to the relevant agents.
Conversely, it recognizes a limited number of ways in which agents in the environment can perform the acts that count as a request for the performance of a service.

Relevant patterns in logical propositions describing the functions of legal rules revolve around the notions of constitutiveness and applicability. The legal rules represented by the source of law appeal to two separate realities – institutional reality and brute reality – and perform a mapping from brute reality – the ontological substratum – into institutional reality – the ontological superstratum. The substratum has an existence independent of the rules, while the superstratum is supervenient on the substratum and exists by virtue of social recognition of the rules of the institution.

Applicability plays a central role as soon as the logical proposition and the legal rule are separated. The law frequently does so: A special class of legal rules, applicability rules, constrains the applicability of other rules, or make the application of one legal rule conditional on the application of another legal rule.

The institutional interpretation however tells us little about the functions of law for its users. To explain these functions, we have to appeal to planning and plan recognition. In the AGILE project this aspect is filled in with agent simulation.

In some cases such an explanation is straightforward. The analysis of normative rules in terms of normative positions and obligation, i.e. deontic logic, is such a straightforward abstract theory of behaviour, based on the expectation that people generally avoid the circumstances in which they are liable to be punished. To explain the normalizing effect of other rules one must ascribe intentions and preferences to agents: People generally intentionally try to bring about or avoid certain legal facts.

The principal aim of Hohfeld’s work (in [8]) was to clarify jural relationships between parties. Hohfeld’s relationships distinguish between the (legal) competence (or power, ability) and incompetence to play a certain agent role, and therefore to cause a certain change of position, and between the obligation to cause a certain change of position or the absence of such an obligation, and most importantly, between the one who acts and the one who predicts the actions of another. In essence we are dealing with the ability of one agent to infer:

1. that another agent has the ability or inability to change his (in this case legal) position in relevant ways, and
2. that the other agent has a preference for changing or not changing it.

Business process specifications represent an intention to use one’s (legal) abilities in a predictable manner. Services publicly advertise this intention, so that it creates an ability (to change their legal position) of prospective clients. These clients use this ability by requesting a service. Of central importance is the adoption of agent roles: the client becomes a client by requesting a service and – thereby – adopting a well-defined role, while the employee of the administrative organization adopts an agent role in an associated business process. Agent simulation as a tool for impact analysis and exploration of design options assumes the development of prototypical agents representing both the organization itself and its relevant environment.

4 Discussion

The discussed elements are all found in legal knowledge representation. A deviation from mainstream legal knowledge representation is found in the rigorous ontological stratification (cf. [7, 14]) of legal entities and organizational entities we consider for
AGILE. Although legal knowledge representation literature discusses the “counts-as” or constitutive rules (cf. for instance [1, 11]), it usually considers them just one type of rule, among other (notably normative) ones, instead of applying the concept throughout.
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Abstract. In the juridical domain a huge amount of plain legislative acts have been produced since and before the advent of computers and word processors. The conversion of legacy and plain documents in a standard XML format implies great and numerous benefits. In order to accomplish this task, several automatic and semi-automatic tools have been developed in the last ten years. In this paper, xmLegesMarker, developed at Ittig⁴, the Italian state-of-art legislative documents parser, is presented. The tool is NIR standard compliant, it’s embedded in xmLegesEditor and it was recently adopted for evaluation by the Italian Senate in order to automatically spawn the parallel text (testo a fronte), i.e. the document used to highlight the modifications introduced during the debate of a bill.

1 Introduction

xmLegesMarker is a structure parser for legislative documents. Its development started in 2003, within Norme In Rete (NIR) project[1], in order to provide a detailed mark-up of legacy documents and, generally, plain legislative acts. Although it was realized as a stand-alone software, it has been mainly exploited inside xmLegesEditor[2], an XML based legislative editor arisen from the NIR project, to implement the import function, namely the migration of plain texts into the XML environment. The NIR project defined also appropriate DTD and XMLSchema, which represent the basis of both xmLegesEditor and xmLegesMarker and aim at describing in a very detailed way the Italian legislative acts. Thanks to its independent development and the ongoing improvements, xmLegesMarker has also been effectively adopted in the last few years by several public administrations and regional governments, usually to pursue a migration of their plain text databases of local, regional and national laws towards the NIR-XML mark-up.

Several benefits derive from this process: structured documents enhance information retrieval and normative system maintenance, and can represent the ground for a

⁴ Institute of Legal Information Theory and Techniques (CNR)
further semantic description of text in terms of provisions [3], but, more important, they can also be exploited for legislative-domain strictly-related operations. As an example, TafWeb, described in section 5, is a smart legislative text comparison software, developed by the Computer Science Department of the University of Bologna under the supervision of the Italian Senate, which exploits the XML mark-up of the versions of a bill under debate in order to generate the parallel text document (testo a fronte). The Italian Senate is currently evaluating xmLeges-Marker within the TafWeb suite in order to automatize the production of the first version of a parallel text, starting from the plain Chamber and Senate versions of the bill.

2 Approaching plain documents

Automatically structuring a plain document means creating a software that, given the plain document as input, is able to assign an identity to every piece of text. In the XML world, this task is accomplished by putting the text between tags. In this case, the marker uses NIR defined tags in order to create well formed and valid, with respect to NIR schema, outputs.

Generally speaking, the information that can be obtained from a plain document consists of data and meta-data. In legislative acts, the enacting terms section, in which articles and paragraphs lie, matches the data, while entities like title, number and type of document, subscribers and so on, are considered explicit meta-data. Other meta-data, defined in NIR schema, although not explicitly present in the input, are computed or added by xmLegesMarker, usually exploiting the values of the explicit meta-data (i.e.: automatic generation of URN [4]). The splitting of information in data and meta-data follows the physical structure of the document. While explicit meta-data are typically located in the header or in the footer, the body of the legislative act accommodates the enacting terms, namely the data.

Besides the physical position, there is another important difference between the body and the header (or the footer) in a legislative act: the former is composed by partitions strictly organized and sorted in a hierarchical way, practically a tree of partitions, while the latter appears fuzzy and composed by expected and unexpected elements, often in a random order. This is the reason why xmLegesMarker adopts two different strategies in order to analyze the header, the footer and the body of a document.

2.1 Header and footer

The fuzziness that belongs to both the header and the footer of a legislative act requires a statistical and machine learning approach for meta-data extraction. In order to accomplish this, the theory of Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [5] was chosen and a model, able to understand the most typical information lying in the header and footer of a generic legislative act, was developed. [6]

An important source of information which was exploited to improve the accuracy of the header analysis is represented by the legislative document subtype (act, bill, decree, regional act, etc.). Depending on the subtype in fact, more precise patterns stand out. Therefore, xmLegesMarker applies a specific HMM model if the input subtype is known and supported, the generic model otherwise. Using subtype-crafted models brings two benefits:
— a better formalization of the most important subtype, reaching higher (far higher in some cases, like bills) degrees of accuracy;
— a guess about the subtype when the subtype information isn’t given, just applying all the specific model and checking which one fits better.

2.2 Body

The body of a legislative act coincides with the enacting terms section, which is typically well organized in known partitions, hierarchically arranged in a tree structure. On the other hand, the tree representing the enacting terms can be complex, long and nested. An automata approach is required in order to efficiently parse this kind of structure. The Flex scanner generator\(^5\), which has been used to accomplish several tasks for and besides body analysis, allows the creation of very powerful text scanner based on a non deterministic finite state automata (NFA). [6]

The automata that handles the enacting terms strictly follows the constraints imposed by the NIR schema: the parsing process obeys to rules that depend on the automata states (start conditions), which match all the partitions defined in the NIR hierarchy. For example, an alphabetical list can be read only if the automata is in the paragraph state, because, according to NIR and to legislative drafting rules, a list should only stay inside paragraphs.

2.3 Annexes

Let’s conclude this survey on plain legislative documents by describing the way the marker handles annexes. In the legislative domain, annexes are very common: they belong to the legislative document itself, just following the, let’s say, main act; they can be simple tables, reporting details, prices, fees, or be legislative documents themselves. Their importance sometimes exceeds even the importance of the main act: for example, there are bills containing just one or two paragraph, followed by a legislative decree containing dozens of articles.

The xmLegesMarker strategy comprises the preliminary segmentation of the input into main act and annexes, and the iteration of the header, body and footer parsing functions, described in the previous sections, on the main act as well on every single annex. In this way, possible legislative documents following the main act receive the same treatment and come out completely marked-up.

3 A glance in depth

In order to better understand the working, the capabilities and the potentiality of the marker, in this section the most interesting features and issues are deepened and discussed. After a brief overview about the shape of the input, we focus on how the marker handles partitions and amendments, which factors determine an increase of complexity during the body analysis process and how syntactical errors in the source have been successfully tackled.

\(^5\) http://dinosaur.compilertools.net/flex/
3.1 Input

The input of xmLegesMarker is a plain legislative act in txt, doc, html or pdf format. The marker is able to manage different subtype of plain Italian legislative document, like act, bill, decree, regional act, etc. As discussed, different weights and models are used for the header and footer analysis depending on the subtype.

3.2 Handling partitions

Partitions are used to structure the fragments of the legislative document body. They are arranged in a hierarchical way. The paragraph is the partition that effectively contains the text of the law, while the greater order partitions (article, chapter, section, etc.) can be seen as containers. Even paragraphs can have sub-partitions: lists, which can be alphabetical, numerical or bulleted. Thanks to the use of regular expression, layout reasoning and the application of NIR constraints, as we have seen in 2.2, the marker is able to identify all of these partitions.

Furthermore, xmLegesMarker performs a check concerning partitions numbering, which turns out to be quite useful:

- as a mean to better identify the next partition, often avoiding ambiguity;
- to assign a unique value to the “id” attribute, defined by NIR, in order to permit referencing to every single partition.

3.3 Dealing with textual amendments

Amendments are a widely used mechanism to express modifications from a legislative document to another legislative document. The textual amendments can be briefly categorized in repeal, insertion and modification, and they can act on words as well as on whole partitions (structural amendment). Insertion and modification amendments are typically expressed using quotes. So, for example, it’s possible to express through an amendment the substitution of a single noun or the insertion of a brand-new article in a precise position of a regional act.

The marker is able to identify and handle both words and structural amendments, and, in case of structural amendment, it enters the amendment and precisely mark-up all the partitions and data contained.

3.4 Increasing complexity

Even though the body of legislative documents generally follows the same syntactical rules, there are several variables that increase the complexity of the automata:

- paragraphs are sometimes not numbered, this happens especially with legacy documents;
- almost every partition can have a partition title, the rubrica, that sometimes is placed just after the declaration of the new partition, sometimes below, sometimes it’s included between particular separator characters, sometimes not;
- within a paragraph there are three allowed kind of lists: alphabetical, numerical and bulleted list; however, good drafting rules state that bulleted lists should be avoided, because they can’t be directly referenced (the relative position has to be specified), and only alphabetical lists should stay immediately inside paragraphs while numerical lists should only lie within alphabetical lists;
Fig. 1. A pretty nested example visualized in xmLegesEditor: the first paragraph of article 3 contains a chapter substitution amendment.

-- parsing the text of amendments sometimes turns out to be a pretty hard task: between quotes there’s a no man’s land where most of the rules that usually guide the automata don’t apply anymore, while every kind of partition is allowed there by NIR schema, thus xmLegesMarker sometimes has to deal with very complex cases (Fig. 1).

### 3.5 Tackling syntax errors

One of the main problems that have to be faced working with legacy documents and, generally, with documents edited manually, with no drafting support, is represented by the presence of syntactical errors. They can be:

- numbering errors;
- incorrect use of punctuation marks;
- errors in the layout of the document;
- unbalanced quotes;
- other drafting errors.

Some of these errors in the plain document have a limited effect in the XML output of xmLegesMarker, while others may cause totally disruptive behaviors of the automata used for the body parsing. For example, if quotes aren’t balanced, the automata jams in the amendment states, forcing all the remaining text into the amendments tags. Another example, with not such a catastrophic effect, is represented by the erroneous or missing punctuation marks that should be used to separate different paragraphs inside an article; in that case, the next paragraph isn’t acknowledged because of the erroneous separator, and all the remaining paragraphs in the article aren’t acknowledged too, because of the checks on paragraph numbering, until the next article is read, which force a reset of the paragraph counter.

Thus, little errors in the input source often generate huge troubles in the resulting XML, while a little correction of the input saves the user from a painful correction of
the output in an XML editor. For this reason a messaging system which allows the user to operate directly in the source, correct it and process it again was implemented inside xmLegesMarker.

The new version of the marker is able to identify the most typical troublesome situations having reference to errors in the source, embedding a warning message in the output. The message is formatted as a processing instruction in the resulting XML, so it doesn’t affect the validity of the document. Moreover, the message contains a warning code that refers to a warning table where typical troubles are classified, described and a guideline to solve each of them is provided.

4 Qualitative evaluation

The main automata, dedicated to the analysis of the enacting terms section (the body of the document), consist of 83 regular expressions, 22 states (or start conditions) and more than 70 rules based on start conditions and stacks of start conditions. It handles ten different kind of partitions (book, part, chapter, title, section, article, paragraph, alphabetical, numerical and bulleted list), and various other entities defined in the NIR schema, like partition title, decoration, amendment, and so on. The lex file that defines the Flex scanner comprises more than one thousand lines of code.

4.1 Shape of legislative acts

Legislative documents may be particularly complex from a structural point of view. Let’s have a look at a couple of numerical example.

In Italy, the bigger legislative documents are probably the Budget laws. The bill 1183\(^6\) of 2007, for example, representing the 2007 Budget bill, counts in the main act, including the amendments, 1122 paragraphs, 46 articles, 410 alphabetical list partitions and 75 numerical list partitions, altogether 1653 partitions!

The nesting of the body is variable as well, but isn’t uncommon to run into bills with almost ten nested partitions. For example, the bill 3328\(^7\) of 2005, has, take a deep breath, a four-points-long numerical list inside the letter “a” in paragraph “3” of article “165-ter” within section “VI-bis” inside an amendment in paragraph “1” within article “6” of chapter “III” in the title “I”!

4.2 On-road test

The Italian Senate provided a big data-set of bills on which several tests have been carried out, aiming at more and more refining the software. Given the fact that is a pretty hard task to conduct a precise statistical analysis about the accuracy on the whole data-set, because of the complexity of the input, in this section we try to give at least a qualitative idea about the capabilities of xmLegesMarker, just reporting the marking-up process outcomes of the two, quite representative, previously discussed bills.

Although quite complex, the mark-up of 3328 body was perfect and the marker didn’t miss any partition. On the other hand, the same process on the huge 1183 triggered two warning messages:

\(^6\) http://www.senato.it/leg/15/BGT/Schede/Ddliter/27212.htm
\(^7\) http://www.senato.it/leg/14/BGT/Schede/Ddliter/22640.htm
Table 1. Bill 3328 mark-up details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Partition</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Amendment</th>
<th>Missing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapter</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paragraph</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alphabetical</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numerical</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Bill 1183 mark-up details, before and after correction of the original input

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Partition</th>
<th>Before correction</th>
<th>After correction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Amendment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paragraph</td>
<td>1072</td>
<td>867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alphabetical</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numerical</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- erroneous balancing of quotes in art. 18 paragraph 45;
- not numbered comma inside an amendment in art. 18.

As discussed, the first one is a disruptive problem, which effectively causes a pretty bad result. After correcting the two problems in the original plain input, the marking-up process was performed again and the outcome was excellent: the only imperfection is given by two non-standard numerical lists ("1.1", "1.2", etc.), a format not included in the rules for legislative drafting enacted by the Parliament and, consequently, neither included in the NIR drafting standards.

Tables 1 and 2 report, for each type of partition, the number of total occurrences found by the marker, how many of them are found in amendments and how many are missing.

5 An Italian Senate application

This section shows how the promising results of xmLegeMarker are exploited for evaluations within the TafWeb application, supported by the Italian Senate.

5.1 Scenario

The article by article discussion of a newly proposed bill is scheduled within the so-called "ordinary legislative procedure", in one of the two chambers of the Italian Parliament. During the discussion, amendments are voted and applied to the bill. Once the agreement is reached, the amended bill moves to the other Chamber, which is entitled to apply further modifications and send it back to the previous Chamber, until the bill
is applied in a Chamber without introducing new modifications, which terminates the process.

During the process, the effects of approved amendments, i.e., the differences between the two versions of a bill under debate, are represented using a TAF document, which stands for Testo A Fronte, a parallel text organized in two columns, with the original text on the left and the modified text on the right (Fig. 2). The TAF document is very useful for two reasons:

– it highlights the effects of amendments by using specific textual representations for each kind of modification, making it easier to understand where and how a bill has been modified;
– it can be used to limit the analysis and the discussion of the bill only to the changed parts.

Fig. 2. An excerpt of a TAF document
5.2 TafWeb

TafWeb\(^8\) is an experimental web service developed by the Department of Computer Science of the University of Bologna under the supervision of the Italian Senate, which aims at automatically spawning the first version of a TAF document, in order to reduce the amount of work done for producing these documents from scratch. The overall system is currently under development for evaluation purposes. The core of TafWeb is represented by JNDiff\(^9\), arisen from Ndiff [7][8], a highly configurable algorithm for smartly comparing XML documents.

Thanks to the integration of xmLegesMarker inside the TafWeb environment, it’s possible to implement a service which is able, starting from the plain Chamber and Senate version of a bill, to automatically produce a document representing the TAF. The main steps involved are:

- the conversion of the plain Senate and Chamber version of a bill in XML through xmLegesMarker;
- the computation of the “difference document”, through JNDiff;
- the application of a style sheet to the original and to the difference document, generating the TAF in the official formats: XHTML, Office Open XML, PDF.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we presented xmLegesMarker, a powerful parser for Italian legislative documents. Its main features and capabilities were deeply analyzed and a qualitative evaluation concerning the marking-up accuracy on plain bills was provided.

Besides the benefits in the information retrieval field, the conversion of a legislative corpus into the XML language permits the development of useful, legislative domain related software. The scientific collaboration between Italian Senate and Ittig, currently focusing on the promising outcomes of the marker, enabled the realization of a process to automatically produce the first version of a parallel text from the plain Chamber and Senate versions of a bill under debate. Within the TafWeb environment, JNDiff, a comparison algorithm for XML documents, exploits the very detailed mark-up generated by xmLegesMarker in order to capture amendments and structural differences.

The automatic production of the parallel text, a process manually performed to date, reduces the burden of communication between the two chambers of the Italian Parliament and speeds up the legislative amending process.
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Abstract. The acquisition of knowledge from text is an incomplete and incremental process. When anchored to a particular knowledge model it provides potentially useful information to the legal expert in the form of new concepts and relations, in order to improve the domain coverage. This paper explores the feasibility of various legal text-based ontology enrichment techniques, and discusses the transformation of lexical knowledge to an ontological structure.

1 Introduction

Ontology generation and population is a crucial part of knowledge base construction and maintenance that enables us to relate text to ontologies, providing on the one hand a customised ontology related to the data and domain with which we are concerned, and on the other hand a richer ontology, which can be used for a variety of semantic web-related tasks such as knowledge management, information retrieval and question answering.

Ontologies cover a particular knowledge domain in various levels of adequacy. Lacunae in domain coverage, different tasks or changes in the conceptualization require modifications of the ontology [1]. Ontology enrichment is a necessary ingredient of this ontology life cycle.

One source for enrichment of legal ontologies is the analysis of legal texts. It can generally be stated that law depends on language: regulatory knowledge must be communicated, and the written and oral transmission of social or legal rules passes through verbal expression. Therefore legal conceptual knowledge is closely related to language use within the legal domain. Legal discourse can never escape its own textuality [2], which implies that linguistic information plays an important role in its definition. In our work, we base ourselves on the postulation that there is, as in other terminological domains, a relatively high level of dependence between legal concepts and their linguistic realization in the various forms of legal language [3].

The acquisition of knowledge from resources such as texts is an incomplete and incremental process. Knowledge is quite often left implicit in text, or depends on previous analysis steps. This causes a sparseness problem for automatic acquisition.

In our work we attempt to alleviate this problem firstly by bootstrapping and constraining the acquisition process on the basis of an existing legal ontology, which provides a solid conceptual framework. Secondly, perfect automatic knowledge acquisition does not exist. The acquisition results are considered informal suggestions that need expert evaluation and formalization into an enriched ontological structure as concepts and properties. These suggestions are necessarily partial and incremental. Their fragmented nature shows them as building blocks which, under expert supervision and
according to an existing knowledge structure, enables the building and addition of knowledge in a bottom-up fashion.

This paper investigates the (semi-)automatic enrichment of a legal ontology by means of a selection of NLP techniques based on pattern matching and statistical analysis. It is exploratory in character and therefore its methodologies are only indicative of the potential of the applied techniques.

The main task we set ourselves is the investigation into the feasibility of ontology enrichment techniques. This ontology enrichment can take two forms. On the one hand, new relations between existing ontology elements may emerge from textual data. On the other, new candidate concepts with new relations with existing ontology elements may be suggested by an integrated linguistic and statistical text analysis.

Recently, many relation extraction approaches have been proposed focusing on the particular task of ontology development (learning, extension, population). These approaches aim to learn taxonomic or non-taxonomic relations between concepts, instead of lexical items. Therefore, the list of techniques applied in this paper is not exhaustive. It forms a subset of the full set of methodologies available.

Most techniques described in this paper rely on robust and adaptable tools from the GATE architecture [4]. GATE is a framework for language engineering applications, which supports efficient and robust text processing. GATE uses NLP based techniques to assist the knowledge acquisition process for ontological domain modelling, applying automated linguistic analysis to create ontological knowledge from textual resources, or to assist ontology engineers and domain experts by means of semi-automatic techniques.

Our hypothesis is that the integration of corpus material, knowledge-based techniques and the use of rich linguistic processing strategies, can achieve effective results by accurately acquiring relevant relational knowledge [5]. A variety of techniques is helpful to the expert ontology engineer to extend the domain coverage of an existing ontology.

2 The Dalos Ontology

The DALOS domain ontology\(^1\) [10] aims to describe the domain of the consumer protection, which has been chosen as the pilot case in the recently finished DALOS project\(^2\), which resulted in the provision of support for the legal drafting process. It has been implemented as an extension of the Core Legal Ontology (CLO)\(^3\) developed on top of DOLCE foundational ontology [11] and on the “Descriptions and Situations” (DnS) ontology [12] within the DOLCE+ library\(^4\). The extension covers the entities of the chosen domain and their legal specificities. In this network of ontologies the role of a core legal ontology is to describe concepts, which belong to the general theory of law, bridging the gap between domain-specific concepts and the abstract categories of formal upper level or foundational ontologies from DOLCE.

The domain ontology is populated by the conceptual entities which characterize the consumer protection domain. Such domain-specific concepts are classified according to more general notions, imported from CLO, as Legal role and Legal situation. Examples of consumer law concepts are CommercialTransaction, Consumer, Supplier, Good and Price. The first version of the DALOS Ontological layer contains 121 named classes.

\(^1\) http://turing.ittig.cnr.it/jwn/ontologies/consumer-law.owl.  
\(^2\) http://www.dalosproject.eu/.  
\(^3\) http://www.loa-cnr.it/ontologies/CLO/CoreLegal.owl.  
\(^4\) http://dolce.semanticweb.org.
3 Ontology Enrichment

The DALOS ontology is the result of a manual effort within the DALOS project. Ontological modelling of legal domains is a constant effort. Domain descriptions need to be refined. Legislation evolves in the sense that new directives are issued, and old ones are deprecated. Therefore its coverage of the domain of consumer protection in terms of ontological vocabulary is never complete, and should be constantly adapted on the basis of expert advice and data-driven suggestions. Its incorporation of top level ontologies such as DOLCE make it descriptively adequate and robust for the higher levels of ontological legal description, but in terms of fine-grained domain-specific vocabulary it continuously remains in need of refinement and extension.

Our aim is to provide data-driven suggestions for ontology extension in the form of lexical material from the English legal texts in the DALOS corpus, which consists of directives and judgements (270,000 words in 55 directives and judgements). The results carry no more authority than suggestions for expert evaluation. For our analyses described below, the evaluator is a computational linguist, not a legal expert.

The main task these analyses perform is the general knowledge based identification of text-derived information that is of possible interest for legal ontology enrichment. Legal relevance will be an additional evaluation phase in which the data, deemed relevant from a general perspective, are assessed by an expert, and, if deemed relevant for the legal knowledge expressed by the DALOS ontology, integrated into an extended knowledge structure.

4 Acquisition from Text

The idea of acquiring semantic information from texts dates back to the early 1960s with Harris’ distributional hypothesis [7] and Hirschman and Sager’s work in the 1970s [8], which focused on determining sets of sublanguage-specific word classes using syntactic patterns from domain-specific corpora. Many techniques have since been proposed for the task of extracting knowledge from texts. Overall, the majority of approaches can be divided into pattern-based (pattern matching in a corpus) and statistically-based extraction [21]. Quite often, the two techniques are mixed (e.g. [24], [25], [26]). A description of several other approaches for conceptual relation extraction aiming at ontology learning can be found in [9].

4.1 GATE

The GATE platform forms the methodological basis for our work [4]. A number of tools have been developed and used for the task of legal ontology enrichment. They all rely on the initial stage of linguistic pre-processing the corpus under examination, in order to obtain valuable linguistic information that will be used in later processing.

4.2 Pre-processing

First, tokenization and sentence splitting divide up the text into manageable units. Then part of speech tagging and lemmatization allow the inclusion of morpho-syntax into the analysis.

5 http://www.gate.ac.uk.
4.3 Term extraction

The extraction tool TermRaider produces term candidates from a corpus by first filtering out possible terms by means of a multi word unit grammar that defines the sequences of part of speech tags constituting noun phrases. The computation of term frequency/inverted document frequency (TF/IDF) [13] [20], a technique widely used in information retrieval and text mining taking into account term frequency and the number of documents in the collection, yields a score that indicates the salience of term candidates for each document in the corpus. All term candidates with a TF/IDF score higher than an empirically determined threshold are then selected.

4.4 Lexico-syntactic pattern matching

Lexico-syntactic patterns are textual patterns that, with morphosyntactic normalization such as lemmatization, are highly indicative of semantic relations between textual elements. Ontology population based on this pattern approach has proven to be reasonably successful for a variety of tasks [6].

The following pattern matching strategies have been applied:

a) Headword matching This technique looks for a match between a pair of elements, of which one is embedded into the other as the head of a syntactic construction. The ontological interpretation of this relation is the insertion of a hyponymic relation between these elements. Examples from the Dalos ontology are:

Contract SuperClassOff DistanceContract Activity SuperClassOff CommercialActivity

Ten head matching relations were found in the ontology. All ten are covered in the ontology by means of superclass relations, except for one: Agent isSuperClassOff PhysicalAgent. PhysicalAgent is an object, and Agent is a top concept. PhysicalAgent is a hypernym of NaturalPerson, and the definition of Agent is: “A natural or legal person which plays the role of legal subject”. We can therefore conclude on the basis of this definition that this additional a subsumption relation holds.

Matching the term candidates identified by TermRaider with existing classes resulted in 378 matching pairs. Manual evaluation of this set showed that 115 (around 30%) of them should be considered by experts for possible inclusion into the DA-LOS ontology. As an illustration, the following candidate subclasses of Contract were extracted, which show the detail of terminological specification in this domain: time-share contract; purchase contract; credit contract; package travel contract; consumer contract; building contract.

b) Hearst patterns The second acquisition technique is based on Hearst patterns [14], which are a set of lexico-syntactic patterns that indicate hyponymic relations, and have been widely used by other researchers. Typically, they achieve a very high level of precision, but quite low recall [21]: in other words, they are very accurate but only cover a small subset of the possible patterns for finding hyponyms and hypernyms. The patterns can be described by the following rules, where NP stands for a Noun Phrase and the regular expression symbols have their usual meanings:

\[ (\text{NP}) \mid \text{for grouping; } \mid \text{for disjunction; } *, +, \text{ and } ? \text{ for iteration} \]
\( \{ \text{NP such as (NP,)* (or|and) NP} \) \\

Example: “advertising and marketing practises, such as product placement, brand differentiation or the offering of incentives...”

\( \{ \text{NP (,NP)* (,)? (or|and) (other|another) NP} \) \\

Example: “…whereby a creditor grants or promises to grant to a consumer a credit in the form of a deferred payment, a loan or other similar financial accommodation.”

No matching patterns between Dalos ontology elements were found. Table 1 below lists the results for obtained patterns between term candidates selected by TermRaider and Dalos ontology elements. The success rate is lower than expected (27% on average), given the reported high precision of Hearst patterns.

Table 1. Results from Hearst pattern matching

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hearst Pattern</th>
<th>Number found</th>
<th>Valid</th>
<th>Success Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Such as</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Including</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>And other</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Or other</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Especially</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

c) \textbf{Mutual Information} Whereas both a) and b) produce paradigmatic (isa) relations between terms, pointwise mutual information\(^7\) (MI) is a well-known technique that measures the mutual dependence of the two variables as an expression of a syntagmatic relation. It is commonly used as a significance function for the computation of collocations in corpus linguistics [15]. In our case, it measures the statistically-based strength of relatedness through collocation within the same document.

Overall, forty MI relations were found between existing concepts from the Dalos ontology after matching DALOS ontology labels onto textual elements. Nine (22.5%) of the forty are not connected by any relation or concatenation of relations in the ontology. For example, the following pairs with their MI value:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept Pair</th>
<th>MI Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ConsumerGoods ConsumerProtection</td>
<td>4.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConsumerProtection Consumer</td>
<td>3.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FinancialService Supplier</td>
<td>2.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Producer RawMaterial</td>
<td>2.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seller ConsumerGoods</td>
<td>2.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConsumerGoods Producer</td>
<td>2.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ImmovableProperty Contract</td>
<td>1.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ImmovableProperty FinancialService</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FinancialService Product</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^7\) See \url{http://www.collocations.de/} and \url{http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mutual_information}. 
Thirty one (77.5%) are related within the ontology, expressed by property concatenations in varying degrees of complexity.

Six MI pairs have a direct connection between its members, as illustrated below:

- Advertising subClassOf CommercialCommunication 4.60
- Consumer isConsumerRoleOf NaturalPerson 3.90
- NaturalPerson hasRole Supplier 2.72
- NaturalPerson hasSellerRole Trader 2.69
- Advertising isAbout Product 2.34
- CreditAgreement hasParticipant Consumer 2.25

A number of concepts (Consumer, Supplier, Trader, Producer, Organizer and Seller) are all subconcepts of LegalRole in the DALOS ontology. As co-hyponyms they are not directly related, but indirectly through their hypernym. The 11 MI pairs in which they are collocations seem to express ontological relations that are applicable to this whole set of co-hyponyms, in varying property configurations, such as Contract and CreditAgreement, of which Contract is the strongest indicator.

- Supplier Seller 5.91
- Contract Organizer 4.53
- Consumer Supplier 3.80
- Consumer Seller 3.48
- CreditAgreement Supplier 3.34
- Supplier Contract 3.21
- Seller Contract 2.70
- DistanceContract Consumer 2.61
- Trader Consumer 2.56
- Contract Consumer 2.46
- Contract FinancialService 2.03
- Supplier Producer 2.00

The remaining fourteen of the MI concept pairs have complex indirect links between them, which consist of a concatenation of object properties. For example:

- Producer Product 4.21
- Product isObjectOf Advertising isactedin CommercialTransaction
  hasParticipant Agent hasRole Producer

- Consumer CommercialCommunication 3.37
- CommercialCommunication isActedIn CommercialTransaction
  Participant Consumer

- Consumer GeographicalAddress 2.45
- GeographicalAddress isQualityOf NaturalPerson
  hasConsumerRole Consumer
These results indicate the potential for statistical techniques - in this case the computation of mutual information values for pairs of ontology members- for the identification of fine-grained relations between concepts. 77.5% of the extracted MI relations are already attested in the ontology. The 22.5% of the MI pairs without ontological confirmation make ontological sense to the inexpert eye in that they express fine-grained relations that should be expertly evaluated for inclusion into the ontology, and linked to existing ontology elements by means of existing or new object properties.

The value of the MI score does not seem to matter much in terms of validity of a relation between the ontology elements, nor does it seem indicative of the length of the path between the ontology elements. The actual detection of a relation by means of MI computation seems to be crucial in this case, and it is up to experts to determine the granularity of the property vocabulary in the ontology, and decide whether this relation needs to be made explicit by means of one object property, or a concatenation of object properties.

d) Verbal complementation patterns

Verbal patterns typically reflect lexicalized semantic relations between its arguments. Patterns defined in GATE can consist of any type of annotation that has been added in GATE, e.g. part of speech, string value, lemma etc. The corpus indexing and querying tool in GATE, called ANNIC8 (ANnotations In Context) [16], allows the evaluator to enter search patterns over text annotations, and detect semantic relations between ontology elements at the fine-grained text level.

As proof of concept, the following simple pattern was defined, which identifies pairs of elements from the Dalos ontology that are mentioned in the texts as verb arguments. The surface representation restricts the verb context to a two-token window on either side.

{DalosConcept}({Token})*2{Token.category=="VERB"}({Token})*2

A graphical user interface allows the user to query a corpus and inspect the results from the query. The screenshot in Figure 1 below illustrates how the results are displayed in the GATE interface. Annotations over spans of text are displayed as rows with coloured blocks indicating part of speech, string and DalosConcept. Contexts to the left and right of the text matching the search pattern are displayed at the bottom.

Using this query, 56 patterns were extracted, of which 37 (66%) were evaluated as deserving expert attention. For example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NaturalPerson</th>
<th>conclude</th>
<th>Contract</th>
<th>with Seller or Supplier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NaturalPerson</td>
<td>buy</td>
<td>Product</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seller/Supplier</td>
<td>dissolve</td>
<td>Contract</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer</td>
<td>enter into CreditAgreement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer</td>
<td>purchase</td>
<td>Product</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8 http://videolectures.net/gate06_aswany_ac/.
Consumer rely on Guarantee
Consumer acquire Services
CompetentAuthority assess Product

5 Formalization of acquired lexical knowledge

Surface patterns and text spans are potential lexical realizations of underlying ontological relations and concepts. Ontologies themselves are conceptual constructs without linguistics. From a formal ontological point of view, concepts are abstract notions whose labels (often constituted by textual elements) are arbitrary. The lexical senses of the lexicalizations that function as labels for these concepts, are only considered to be evocative or indicative of the ontological meaning of the concepts. There is an implicit mapping assumption between lexical and conceptual knowledge, which underlies "ontology lexicalization", namely that (intensional) senses from a lexical model are mapped to (extensional) interpretations on ontology elements (individuals, classes, restrictions, properties) [17].

The reification of lexical material into ontological elements can happen in various ways. Some authors state that there is a direct relation between lexical form and surface syntactic pattern and ontological content [18]. Others advocate a formalization process that transforms surface patterns into ontology concepts and object properties in a number of stages, maintaining the philosophical distinction between lexical meaning and conceptualization, and allowing predication over these various levels of semantic representation [19].

The first stage is a transformation of linguistic elements (abstracted away from surface forms by means of lemmatization and other linguistic normalization processes such as morphological decomposition) into a semantic metamodel, which expresses the semantics of the domain. The next step, the transformation of this semantic domain knowledge into an ontological representation language construct such as OWL9, decides on the ontological status of the semantic knowledge, e.g. whether it should be encoded as class, an attribute of an object property.

6 Discussion

When applying a variety of NLP techniques for ontology extension, each technique provides its specific spectrum of potential ontological enrichment based on the nature of the linguistic and statistical algorithms involved. Overall, the four acquisition techniques described in this paper (head matching, Hearst patterns, mutual information and simple verb complementation patterns) form a representative combination of acquisition techniques for both paradigmatic and syntagmatic lexical semantic relations. They perform reasonably well for establishing relations between ontology elements (81.2% average success rate excluding Hearst patterns, for which no hits were found). Since Hearst patterns are very sparse at best, future work on text-based ontological relation acquisition will look at the extension of the Hearst pattern set with more textual patterns reflecting the paradigmatic isa-relation (taken from e.g. [27]).

9 http://www.w3.org/2004/OWL.
Head matching and Hearst patterns between term candidates and ontology elements have an average success rate of 28.5%, which is lower than expected. Overall, we can conclude that the techniques work well for identifying relations between ontology elements.

The reification of these surface syntactic and collocational relations may take several forms, depending on the strategy chosen. For some of the extracted relations based on verbal and deverbal lexicalizations, the proposed corresponding ontological relations are not always disjoint. For instance, in a number of cases, it is possible to group certain relations together under synonymy. As an example, the textual fragments “supply of services” and “provision of services” contain deverbal nouns, which, when translated into verbal counterparts, yield the following object properties:

AGENT supply SERVICE AGENT provide SERVICE

Since “supply” and “provide” are synonyms in WordNet [22], the object can be renamed into a common label, which covers both verbal lexicalizations. Further mapping with lexical resources such as VerbNet [23] will further classify the relations into more general classes, and provide semantic role arguments (e.g. agent, instrument etc.). Together with further analysis of the lexicalizations that instantiate these patterns, this will lead to an incremental creation of semantic frames, which then can be transformed into their ontological counterparts with ontologically proper constraints on the domain and range of the reified properties.
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Abstract. In the AI\&Law community, the importance of frame–based ontologies has been acknowledged since the early 90’s with the Van Kralingen’s proposal of a frame language for legal knowledge representation. This still appears to be a strongly felt need within the community. In this paper, we propose to face this need by developing a FrameNet resource for the legal domain based on Fillmore’s Frame Semantics, whose final outcome will include a frame–based lexical ontology and a legal corpus annotated with frame information. In particular, the paper focuses on methodological and design issues, ranging from the customization and extension of the general FrameNet for the legal domain to the linking of the developed resource with already existing Legal Ontologies.
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1 Introduction

The last few years have seen a growing body of research and practice in the field of Artificial Intelligence and Law (AI\&Law) for what concerns the construction of legal ontologies and their application to the law domain. The importance of this research area is testified by the different Workshops and Conferences which have been organized around this topic. However, as [1] points out, existing legal ontologies vary significantly, for what concerns their underlying structure and organization, the way they are constructed (either top–down or bottom–up) and how they are exploited in different applications. In this paper, we will focus on a particular type of ontology, the so–called lightweight or lexical ontologies [2], whose main feature consists in bridging the gap between the legal knowledge formalized in domain ontologies on the one hand and the legislative texts on the other hand; this follows from the fact that in this type of ontology legal concepts are paired with their lexical realizations. This feature makes this type of ontology particularly suitable for use in Information Extraction and Semantic Tagging tasks. Note that these ontologies are typically bootstrapped from legal texts (either manually or through ontology learning techniques).
The most notable example of this type of ontology in the legal domain is represented by the JurWordNet ontology–driven semantic lexicon [3], together with its multilingual extension LOIS [4]. Both JurWordNet and LOIS have been developed following the WordNet (hereafter referred to as WN) design, where words expressing legal concepts such as ‘liability’, ‘sanction’, ‘violation’ are organized in synsets (i.e. sets of synonyms) in turn linked by hierarchical or taxonomical relations such as hyponymy and hyperonymy. Under this view, the meaning of a word is intended as a distinct, atomic semantic object, fully identified by its position in the general semantic network.

However, the taxonomical organization of legal concepts is not the only possible one. Legal experts claim that, despite their utility, WN–like resources are not completely adequate and satisfactory in order to represent events and situations typically expressed in legal documents: this is a consequence of the WN–model [5] they follow. Interestingly enough, this claim is in line with the Van Kralingen’s proposal of a frame language as a plausible method for the conceptual representation of legal knowledge [6]; in spite of the fact that this proposal dates back to the early ’90s, it still represents a need commonly felt in the AI&Law community.

In this paper we propose to face this need by developing a lexical resource based on Fillmore’s Frame Semantics [7] and on the organization principles underlying the FrameNet project [8] (hereafter referred to as FN)\(^1\). In particular, we propose to build a FN–like resource specialized for the legal domain, by extending and refining the general purpose FN resource. By proceeding in this way, it will be possible to overtly represent the inner structure of complex situations in terms of their participants, e.g. “under which Circumstances, which State of affairs is sanctioned by which Principle”.

2 Starting points

In order to create a frame–based resource for the legal domain, our idea is to combine two different approaches from two different research communities, i.e AI&Law and Computational Linguistics. In particular, we aim at revisiting Van Kralingen’s proposal of a frame language [6] for legal knowledge representation in the light of Fillmore’s Frame Semantics theory [7].

2.1 Frame–based Legal Ontologies

Amongst the bulk of Legal Ontologies built so far (see [1] for a state–of–the–art), the Van Kralingen and Visser studies are the only ones which envisage a frame–based ontology of law. In their collaborative project, Van Kralingen has defined a theoretical model (i.e. a conceptual ontology) and Visser has formalized it in an ontology [9]. The proposed frame language is based on the concept of a norm and of an act as legal conceptual primitives of the legal domain which can be conceived as frames, i.e. data–structures for representing a stereotyped situation in which each element is represented. Thus, the focus is on the inner structure of a norm and of a legal act, i.e. on what their building elements are. As shown in Table 1, a norm frame is defined as a template in which each element of a norm is represented as a slot of the norm frame. Since every legal action has many different aspects, a legal act has also been conceived as a frame. As shown in Table 2, each aspect of an action is represented as a slot of the act frame as well.

\(^1\) http://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu
### Table 1. A norm frame as defined in the Van Kralingen’s frame–based ontology [6]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Norm identifier</td>
<td>The norm identifier (used as a point of reference for the norm).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norm type</td>
<td>The norm type (norm of conduct or norm of competence).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promulgation</td>
<td>The promulgation (the source of the norm).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope</td>
<td>The scope (the range of application of the norm).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditions of application</td>
<td>The conditions of application (the circumstances under which a norm is applicable).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>The norm subject (the person or persons to whom the norm is addressed).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal modality</td>
<td>The legal modality (ought, ought not, may, or can).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Act identifier</td>
<td>The act identifier (used as a reference to a separate act description).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 2.2 FrameNet

The FN resource we started from is a lexical resource for English, based on *Frame Semantics* and supported by corpus–evidence. The goal of the FN project is to document the range of semantic and syntactic combinatory possibilities of each word in each of its senses. Typically, each sense of a word belongs to different Semantic Frame, conceived in [8] as “a script–like conceptual structure that describes a particular type of situation, object or event along with its participants and properties”. For example, the “Apply heat” frame describes a common situation involving participants such as “Cook” and “Food”, etc., called Frame Elements (FEs), and is evoked by Lexical Units (LUs) such as *bake, blanch, boil, broil, brown, simmer*, etc. As shown by the following example, the frame–evoking LU can be a verb (bolded in the example) and its syntactic dependents (those written in subscript) are its FEs: \[\text{Matilde } \text{Cook} \ \text{fried} \ \text{the catfish } \text{Food} \ \text{in a heavy iron skillet } \text{Heating instrument}\].

The type of representation produced by FN is a network of “situation–types” (frames) organized across inheritance relations between Frames, as opposed to a network of meaning nodes, as in the case of WN. In FN, Frame Elements can be also specified with Semantic Types (i.e. ontological categories) employed to indicate the basic typing of fillers that are expected in the Frame Element. Most of these semantic types correspond directly to synset nodes of WN, and can be mapped onto already existing ontologies. FN currently contains more than 800 Frames, covering roughly 10,000 Lexical Units; these are supported by more than 135,000 FN–annotated example sentences.

#### 3 Our approach

This section outlines our approach to the construction of a FN resource for the legal domain. Our eventual goal is to instantiate the Van Kralingen’s frame–based approach to the representation of legal knowledge by exploiting the FN model. While the Van Kralingen’s methodology is mostly based on domain–theoretical assumptions, we are rather planning to develop a corpus–based lexical–semantic resource which permits accounting for how complex events and situations are expressed within legal documents.
Table 2. An act frame as defined in the Van Kralingen’s frame–based ontology [6]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Act identifier</td>
<td>The act identifier (used as a point of reference for the act).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promulgation</td>
<td>The promulgation (the source of the act description).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope</td>
<td>The scope (the range of application of the act description).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agent</td>
<td>The agent (an individual, a set of individuals, an aggregate or a conglomerate).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Act type</td>
<td>The act type. Both basic acts and acts specified elsewhere can be used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Means</td>
<td>The modality of means (material objects used in the act or more specific descriptions of the act).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manner</td>
<td>The modality of manner (the way in which the act has been performed).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal aspects</td>
<td>The temporal aspects (an absolute time specification).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial aspects</td>
<td>The spatial aspects (a specification of the location where the act takes place).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circumstances</td>
<td>The circumstantial aspects (a description of the circumstances under which the act takes place).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cause</td>
<td>The cause for the action (a specification of the reason(s) to perform an action).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aim</td>
<td>The aim of an action (the goal visualized by the agent).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intentionality</td>
<td>The intentionality of an action (the state of mind of the agent).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final state</td>
<td>The final state (the results and consequences of an action).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The linguistic–empirical evidence provided by such a corpus–based methodology results in a bottom–up organization of legal knowledge.

As opposed to a WN–like resource, we think that a FN–like approach can be particularly suitable for the legal domain for a number of reasons. While in WN words are organized as hierarchies or taxonomies of synsets, according to FN principles word senses are related to each other only by way of their links to common background Frames.

Moreover, as Fellbaum noted in [5], “WordNet reflects the structure of frame semantics to a degree, but suggested that its organization by part of speech would preclude a full frame semantic approach”. In FN, on the other hand, the lexical units that evoke a frame are not restricted to a single part part of speech. For example, the Frame “Process_end” is evoked by both verbs such as to conclude, nouns such as end and adjectives such as final. This is a very important FN feature when dealing with corpora of legal language. According to [10], it is very common in legal texts that events are expressed through nominal rather than verbal constructions. It follows that, for example, the Frame “Prohibiting” can be evoked both by the verb ‘to prohibit’ and by the deverbal noun ‘prohibition’.

To our knowledge, the only effort within the AI&Law community devoted to the use of FN is reported in [11]. As part of a layered approach to a legal domain representation, the authors exploit nine Semantic Frames selected from FN. Different Frame Elements from different Frames have been occasionally combined to represent the legal–domain knowledge contained in six judicial judgments of the Supreme Court of Justice of Portugal. They overtly argue for “a corpus–based methodology for an ontology construction...
that seeks the rigorous linguistic analysis aiming at formalization”. Yet, differently
from our approach, they do not explicitly aim at creating a domain–specific FrameNet
resource.

During the initial design phase, we have considered what has been done in other spe-
cialized domains as well. For example, within the bio-medical domain a domain–specific
FN extension has been proposed in [12], who successfully developed a BioFrameNet
through creating new Semantic Frames relevant to the domain of molecular biology
and linking them to domain–specific biomedical ontologies. However, in the construc-
tion of such a FN resource for the bio–medical domain the authors faced bio–medical
language peculiarities which pose challenges rather different from ours. As laid out in
Section 4.1, the specific relationship between the ordinary and legal language (i.e. their
closed intertwining) raises more challenging issues.

Following the underlying organization of the FN model, we intend to produce:

1. a legal corpus annotated with frame information,
2. a lexical frame–based resource covering the legal and domain terms occurring in
the annotated corpus.

4 Design issues

A number of issues worth discussing has been encountered during the design stage of a
FN extension and specialization for the legal domain. They mainly concern the choice
of i) whether and to what extent the general FN Frames should be customized for legal
text annotation purposes, and ii) how to ontologically type the lexical fillers of Frame
Elements for domain–specific purposes.

4.1 FrameNet customization strategies for a legal FrameNet

Following the approach laid out in Section 3, we plan to build a legal domain extension
of the general FN on the basis of the already existing set of Semantic Frames. An
initial stage of corpus annotation has been foreseen as a first ‘investigation’ phase. In
a later stage, in which a suitable amount of annotations will be done, there will be the
choice of whether and which kind of customizations are needed according to the corpus
evidence and domain requirements.

As pointed out in [12], a key issue encountered while dealing with domain–specific
texts is whether or not the creation of a new Frame is warranted. Within the legal
domain the situation is made more difficult since the technical language used in the
legal domain is closely intertwined with common language. According to linguistic
studies (see among others [13]), legal language, still differing from ordinary language,
is in fact not dramatically independent from every–day speech. This implies that it is
no longer simply an issue of keeping existing Frames or creating new ones from scratch
to convey domain–specific semantics. Accordingly, the specialization phase is concerned
with the following three customization strategies which differ in their increasing degree
of modification to the general FN resource:

1. the exploitation of domain–specific Semantic Types which classify Frame Elements
   from the general FN repository,
2. the introduction of one or more new Frame Elements within an existing Frame,
3. the splitting with a new Frame.
An example of 1. is provided in the excerpt of annotation reported in Section 5 below, where the Semantic Type “LegalDescription” has been added to the Frame Element “Principle” in order to ontologically type the lexical filler of this participant to the Frame “Prohibiting”.

Special attention is paid to the introduction of a new Frame Elements within an existing Frame. It is such the case of the following sentence Il venditore deve consegnare al consumatore beni conformi al contratto di vendita ‘The seller must deliver goods to the consumer which are in conformity with the contract of sale’, which instantiates the Frame “Being obligated”, evoked by the Lexical Unit deve ‘must’. A new Frame Element “Beneficiary” should need to be added to the list of the semantic roles already existing to the Frame at hand, in order to describe the addressee of the duty (i.e. ‘to the consumer’). The original Frame only includes a Frame Element “Duty” (in this case ‘deliver goods’) and “Responsible party”, i.e. ‘the person who must perform the Duty’ (in this case ‘the seller’).

In a sentence such as uno Stato membro può vietare, per motivi di interesse generale, la commercializzazione sul suo territorio, tramite contratti negoziati a distanza, di taluni prodotti e servizi ‘a Member State can prohibit, for reasons of general interest, commercialization on its territory, through contracts negotiated at a distance, of certain products and services’, the splitting with a new Frame “Authority prohibiting” is needed. The syntactic realization of the sentence above shows that it is an enacting authority (i.e. ‘a Member State’) which enacts a normative principle, i.e. a prohibition, rather than a “Principle” which prohibits a “State–of–affairs”.

4.2 Towards an ontological typing of Frame Element

In designing a FN extension for the legal domain, we considered the ontological typing of Frame Elements as a fundamental stage. According to [8], the general use of Semantic Types in FN is “to record information that is not representable in our frame and frame elements hierarchies”. It is done through the categorization of the sort of lexical fillers that is expected in a Frame Element. We intend to exploit this FN usage in order to domain–specifically categorize Frame Elements involved in a situation expressed by legal texts, on the basis of Legal Ontologies. As pointed out in [14], the real benefit of integrating a lexical and an ontological resource follows from distinguishing lexicalized and not–lexicalized concepts through keeping them as distinct layers of semantic information but even linking them.

The domain ontology we intend to use is the Core Legal Ontology (CLO)² [2], that specializes the DOLCE foundational ontology library³ [15]. CLO was chosen since it provides lexicalizations of ontological classes (i.e. juridical concepts), both in Italian and in English. Moreover, it has been exploited as an ontological resource reference in LOIS and in the DALOS project [16].

The possibility of mapping this FN–like resource onto a so–called lexical ontology, such as JurWordNet, is still under discussion.

5 An example of legal texts annotation

In this section, we report an example of annotation carried out on the Directive 1999/44/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 May 1999 on certain

² http://www.loa-cnr.it/
³ http://dolce.semanticweb.org
aspects of the sale of consumer goods and associated guarantees. For the annotation we used the Salsa Tool [17], freely available for research purposes. It offers a graphical representation of a text, already annotated at the syntactic level, and allows the user to annotate Frames and Frame Elements. Figure 1 shows the annotation of the following sentence: *La decisione 90/200 ha vietato l’esportazione dal Regno Unito di taluni tessuti e organi bovini solo il 9 aprile 1990* ‘The decision 90/200 prohibited the exportation from the United Kingdom of certain bovine tissues and organs only the 9th April 1990’.

Two Frames have been annotated: i) a Frame “Prohibiting”, evoked by the Lexical Unit *ha vietato* ‘prohibited’, together with three Frame Elements, i.e. “Principle”, “State–of–affairs” and “Time”, and ii) a Frame “Exporting”, evoked by *l’esportazione* ‘the exportation’, together with “Exporting area” and “Goods” as participants. It should be noted that the annotated Frames refer respectively to the legal domain properly and to the commerce domain which is regulated by the Directive at hand. Interestingly, the two Frames are closely intertwined, in the sense that the textual span of the Frame Element “State–of–affairs”, part of the Frame “Prohibiting”, (i.e. *l’esportazione dal Regno Unito di taluni tessuti e organi bovini* ‘the exportation from the United Kingdom of certain bovine tissues and organs’) instantiates in turn the Frame “Exporting”.

The annotation of the textual span of Frame Elements was carried out on the top of the syntactic dependency relations automatically detected by the DeSR syntactic parser [18] 4. The use of the Semantic Type “LegalDescription”, node of CLO, has been envisaged in order to ontologically type the lexical fillers (i.e. *la decisione 90/200* ‘the decision 90/200’) of the Frame Element “Principle”.

4 The parser used for this example was trained on a corpus of Italian newspapers; we are currently considering whether to develop a domain–specific version.
6 Conclusion

In this paper we introduced our approach to the construction of a FN resource for the legal domain. Through a customization phase of the general FN, we intend to produce i) an annotated corpus of legal texts and ii) a frame–based lexical–semantic resource. A strategy devoted to ontologically type the lexical fillers of Frame Elements annotated is foreseen as well in order to domain–specifically categorize participants involved in a situation expressed by legal texts. Through this, the developed FN resource will be linked to already existing legal ontologies, thus resulting in a combined resource giving access to both the lexical and ontological aspects of legal texts.

Even though we present a work which is at an early stage of development, we foresee a number of possible applications and future extensions. Firstly, a frame–based annotated corpus of legal texts can be use to train test tools for semantic processing of legal texts, such as Semantic Role Labeling (SRL) tools. Namely, these SRL tools will be developed using language–independent unsupervised or semi–supervised machine learning algorithms, trained on the annotated corpus. The encouraging results achieved so far by SRL systems in the general language domain [19], are seen as an interesting opportunity to advance the state–of–the–art of Textual Case–based Reasoning (CBR) in the legal domain (see [20] for a frame–based approach).

Secondly, a multilingual FrameNet–like lexical resource can support semantic searching of legal texts in different languages. As reported in [21], where a bilingual German–English dictionary has been built on Frame Semantics principles, Semantic Frames are used as structuring devices to link multilingual lexicon fragments. Figure 2, extracted from [21], shows how a given combination of semantic and syntactic combinatorial properties of a given lexical unit in the source language has a correspondence link to its counterpart in the target language.

Fig. 2. Semantic frame as an interlingual representation [21]

Secondly, a multilingual FrameNet–like lexical resource can support semantic searching of legal texts in different languages. As reported in [21], where a bilingual German–English dictionary has been built on Frame Semantics principles, Semantic Frames are used as structuring devices to link multilingual lexicon fragments. Figure 2, extracted from [21], shows how a given combination of semantic and syntactic combinatorial properties of a given lexical unit in the source language has a correspondence link to its counterpart in the target language.
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Abstract. An effective access to multilingual legal materials is strictly linked to the peculiarities of legal language as a technical language closely related to the diverse legal systems. This paper proposes an approach for a coherent cross-language information retrieval system based on semantic document indexing able to contextualize queries for terms disambiguation and translation.

1 Multilingualism in the law domain: an overview

Today there is a strong need for worldwide sharing of legal information as internationalization and increasing globalization of market economy and social patterns of life have created a situation where the need for legal information from foreign countries and from different legal systems is greater than ever before. Such requirement is not new, but it is getting increasingly complex to meet under the pressure of the rapid cross-border transactions occurring between people of different legal cultures and languages. It is no doubt that the exchange of information is largely dependent on language, to be intended not only as a system of symbols, but also as a mean of communication [1], a tool for mediating between different cultures. As regards the language of the law, such language properties have a major impact on the exchange of legal information. Cross-Language Information Retrieval (CLIR) refers to a functionality implying the ability of a system to process a query for information in any language, search a multi-language collection and return the most relevant documents. As such, CLIR offers a practical approach towards worldwide sharing of knowledge for its potential to make information accessible across language barriers. The difficult task to effectively access multilingual legal material through information retrieval systems is definitively to match and weight legal terms across languages [2]. This generally implies translating from the language of the query to that of the material to be found or viceversa, and addressing the problem of word disambiguation which is greatly increased when mapping over legal languages. In fact crossing the language barrier between search requests and documents implies facing the problems of the system-bound nature of legal terminology and devising methods to map concepts between different legal systems. It is a matter of fact that in the last decades research and developments on CLIR have progressed rapidly, important cooperative initiatives have been undertaken at international level and issues of multilingual querying, presentation and retrieval have been extensively tackled mainly in the area of general domain information. A rather limited number of studies and applications have been produced in domain-specific areas and cross-language retrieval of legal information has received limited attention. In a multilingual access environment information is searched, retrieved and presented effectively
without constraints due to the different languages and scripts used in the material to be searched and in the metadata, that is descriptive and semantic information allowing the retrieval of indexed documents to be found. One main question arising in the context of CLIR of law material is how should the language barrier between the search requests and documents be crossed. This involves decisions about what to translate: search requests into the language of the documents or documents into the language of the request, or even both. Besides this fundamental question, one crucial issue regards the best approach to adopt in carrying out translation and how far translating terms can be successful when dealing with legal information. From a practical point of view the approach for large collections is usually based on the most economical method, consisting in simply translating the query at retrieval time into the document (or metadata) languages, although it would be possible to translate all of the documents into the query language. This presupposes that the query can be translated in a reasonably accurate fashion and that monolingual retrieval systems are available for all of the document languages. Although many experiments have been carried out in general domain information using query translation techniques, in the real world they pose a number of problems related to the need of contextualization and interpretation, which are increased in the law domain [3].

2 Key components of cross-language legal information retrieval

Retrieving information over languages implies facilities such as multiple language recognition, translation, manipulation of information of queries and documents, cross-language search and retrieval, display and merging of results [4]. Basically, these components reflect different sides of the problem of multilingual access, covering technical and linguistic aspects. In such a context the system-bound nature of legal terminology, the complexity of legal languages, legal translations issues and comparative law aspects are major issues having important implications for effective retrieval of law across languages. Legal translation is an essential function for cross-language retrieval systems. One major question concerns the translation strategy to be adopted in order to ensure that users access legal information independently of the language used in a query. The relation between law and language can significantly broaden the scope of legal translation theory. In fact, while it can be assessed that everyday language already implies a formalized way of communication, legal language introduces a supplementary system of formalisation [5]. Although legal translation demands precision and certainty, it is bound to use abstractions, whose meanings derive from particular changing cultural and social contexts. These contexts generate a certain degree of ambiguity, which increases when the legal cultures and systems are vastly different from each other. On a practical level the problems raised by legal translation are strictly connected with those related to the variety and diversity of legal systems and as such to comparative law. Retrieval systems to legal information across different legal systems represent a practical approach to the confrontation and exchange of legal cultures. The whole process of interaction between legal languages can be identified as finding equivalents across legal systems. If no acceptable equivalents can be found in the target-language, subsidiary solutions must be sought, such as no translation and use of source terms, paraphrasing, creating a neologism with explanatory notes. Pure linguistic problems are likely to be
encountered due to legal false friends.\footnote{For example, the terms “administrative tribunals” cannot be translated in French as “tribunaux administratifs”. The English word for the French tribunal is Court and the administrative tribunals are administrative commissions which are comparable, mutatis mutandis, to the French “autorités administratives indépendantes”.
}

Despite the difficulties in establishing the equivalence of legal concepts belonging to different legal systems, a compromise has been adopted in trying to favour the integration of diverse legal cultures, while respecting each national legal system. What is needed is the identification of a common ground, namely common legal concepts and facts which, although not perfectly coinciding with those belonging to other systems, are conceptually close. It is up to legal users, once the material has been examined, to perceive the differences and peculiarities which make these resources unique. It is to be underlined that this does not necessarily lead to noise or unsuccessful searches, but allows for a first-phase search in context, useful to give evidence of the existence or non-existence of a specific concept in other legal systems.

Towards solutions for multilingual retrieval of law

Knowledge-based systems can greatly contribute to cross-language retrieval through the structure and function of thesauri and ontologies. In fact these tools have the potential to manage the complexities of terminology in language and provide conceptual relationships, ideally through an embedded classification/ontology \cite{6}. In the domain of law efforts are starting to be made in this direction. These are represented for example by the Lexical Ontologies for Legal Information Sharing (LOIS) project \cite{7}, Jurwordnet\footnote{The law lexicon is characterized by both taxonomic vertical and associative horizontal relations and it has been developed by the Institute of Legal Information Theory and Techniques (ITTIG-CNR)} \cite{8}, DALOS project \cite{9} and by a number of linguistic tools like the Legal Taxonomy Syllabus (LTS)\footnote{LTS consists of both a database and a software development within the European project “Uniform terminology for European Private Law” and is coordinated by the Dipartimento di scienze giuridiche of the University of Turin. Available at: \url{http://www.eulawtaxonomy.org/index_en.html}}\footnote{It is the multilingual and polythematic thesaurus of the European Union. \url{http://europa.eu/eurovoc/}} and Jurivoc\footnote{\url{http://www.bger.ch/it/index/jurisdiction/jurisdiction-inherit-template/jurisdiction-jurivoc-home.htm}}\footnote{http://www.bger.ch/it/index/jurisdiction/jurisdiction-inherit-template/jurisdiction-jurivoc-home.htm}, the legal thesaurus of the Swiss Federal Court. But in practice, aligning law vocabularies of two or more languages is a hard process. Ideally a multilingual legal thesaurus should include all concepts needed in searching by any user in any of the source languages, but difficulties arise in making the systems of legal concepts the same for all languages as a different language often suggests a different way of classifying law material and a system needs to be hospitable to all of these. In such a context what cross language retrieval of legal information systems should manage is mapping each query term from the source language to its possible multiple equivalents in the target language. However each of these equivalents may have other meanings in the target language or may not have a precise equivalent, requiring to be mapped to broader or narrower terms, but this can lead to distorting the meaning of the original query. Multiple meanings can be disambiguated through users interaction, but the success of this approach depends on the
quality of the hierarchy of concepts, the provision of well-structured cross-references, and on the interface of the system. The adoption of a common metadata format, where to accommodate semantic classification of legal documents by using categories of law, can ensure a successful legal mapping across languages and systems. Categories of law of a specific legal system, in fact, represent the way how retrieval can be satisfactorily achieved. As often there is no conceptual nor content similarity between the categories of law (i.e. trade law, constitutional law, criminal law) of the different legal systems, mapping between such law categories is necessary to reach proper contextualisation of the query in the diverse legal systems. An example illustrates the need for such mapping. The concepts related to property rights, such as the development of property law, land law, property questions on insolvency, intellectual property, etc. according to UK law belong to the field of property law, whereas in the Italian legal system these legal facts are regulated by private law, agricultural law and industrial law. Below an illustration is given of a possible approach to a coherent multilingual legal information access based on categories of law and on full text and metadata indexing.

4 A possible approach for accessing multilingual legal resources

Let us consider an information system offered to the users where a full text and metadata indexes in a multi-language environment are available. In this context two are the different advanced search modalities that can be envisaged:

1. metadata-based document querying (MBDQ);
2. keyword-based document querying (KBDQ), combined with category (category-based document querying (CBDQ)).

Case 1. Advanced search: the user submits a query filling in the fields related to the adopted metadata schema (for example DC metadata set, taken here as reference).

Case 2. Simple search: the user submits a query, filling an unqualified text box using keywords. Moreover, in order to make the query more focused, the user may choose a legal category of the legal system associated with a language domain.

Dealing with querying and retrieving multi-language documents, basically involves the problem of query translation. As discussed in Section 2, especially in legal domain, a word in the query language can be ambiguous, having therefore different translations in a target language, each corresponding to a legal category in the target legal system (i.e. the Italian word “dolo” has two different translations into English: “fraud” and “malice”, respectively belonging to private law and criminal law). The right sense of an ambiguous word in query language can be obtained only by word contextualization, giving the right sense to the context in terms of a legal category. A legal category in the legal system of the query language can be mapped to the correspondent legal category in the target legal system, therefore the right translation of the ambiguous word can be obtained. If more than one category in the target legal system corresponds to the original legal category, more than one translations of the ambiguous word are selected. Therefore, in both the modalities of querying (MBDQ and KBDQ+CBDQ), the identification of a legal category is essential in order to identify the right translation of an ambiguous word. The procedures used to obtain these results in MBDQ and in KBDQ+CBDQ modalities are described respectively in Section 4.1 and 4.2 (Fig. 1 can be used as reference).
4.1 Query based on metadata (MBDQ)

MBDQ represents an “advanced search” modality of querying a qualified document index. The user first of all is required to choose a legal system, thus implicitly identifying a language for queries, and a legal category, identifying the right translations of possible ambiguous words. Then each metadata field is filled with a set of words \((w_0, w_1, \ldots, w_{n-1})_l\), representing a context expressed in the query native language \(l\), that has to be translated by a thesaurus-based context translation procedure. Not every field has to be translated. In fact, bibliographic metadata (as for example the Dublin Core metadata set) can be divided into query language-dependent and query language-independent metadata. For example \(dc:title\) field is query language-independent since, for example, the title of a document has to be queried in its native language, independently from the query-language. Therefore only the contents of query language-dependent metadata have to be translated. While in a multi-language environment the semantic classification (\(dc:subject\)) is usually query language-independent (or neutral [10]), within a multi-language legal domain this is not true (Section 2). For this reason a semantic category has to be translated, by mapping it from a legal system to different target ones. Also the content of the widely used access point \(dc:description\) field (the document abstract) is query language-dependent; the information contained is often expressed using a semi-technical language; therefore a \(dc:description\) field can be considered as important to translate as the \(dc:subject\). The contents of \(dc:subject\) and \(dc:description\) fields, submitted in a native language are translated in a “pivot” language (English) [11]. Then, from the “pivot” language, the query is translated again to the other languages used by the retrieval system. The use of a “pivot” language in a \(N\)-language environment allows the reduction of the number of bilingual thesauri from a factor \(N^2\) to a factor \(N\), and also allows the solution of the problem of the non-availability of some bilingual thesauri. As discussed in Section 2 the main problem with translation is that a single word \((w_i)\) or expression in the native language can have dif-
different translations in a target language, depending on the context. For example, let us assume, without losing generality, that $w_i$ be an ambiguous single word of the context $(w_0, w_1, ..., w_{n-1})$ in the \textit{dc:description} field in query native language $l$. According to Fig. 1, different English translations \{y$_i$,$0$, y$_i$,$1$, $\ldots$, y$_i$,$q-1$\} can be associated to $w_i$, each one corresponding to as many legal categories \{h$_0$, h$_1$, $\ldots$, h$_q$-1\}. For example, being the language $l$=Italian and $w_i$= “dolo”, possible translations in English are $y_i$,$0$=“fraud” related to law category h$_0$=“private law” and $y_i$,$1$=“malice” related to law category h$_1$=“criminal law”. The right translation can be obtained only by knowing the sense, namely the category h$_j$, of the context in the query native language, where $w_i$ is contained. Such a context, or legal category, is required and is provided by the user using a \textit{dc:subject} field. When a category $c_l$ (Fig. 1) is selected, the problem arises of different classification schemes in different languages, corresponding to different legal systems (Section 2). The problem can be solved by using a \textit{thesaurus-based category mapping}. In fact, when the category $c_l$ is submitted as a query parameter, the category $c_l$ is mapped in the corresponding, or the closest, categories in the “pivot” language, and from it to the other languages considered by the retrieval system ($c_l \Rightarrow c_{en} \Rightarrow \{c_{it}, c_{fr}\}$), using a classification schema. In accordance with Fig. 1 and without losing generality, let us assume that only one legal category c$_{en}$ = h$_1$ in the English legal system corresponds to the legal category $c_l$ ($c_l \Rightarrow c_{en} = h_1$). Consequently, the English translation y$_i$,$1$ (Fig. 1) can be selected (in our example, the English word y$_i$,$1$=“malice”, related to law category h$_1$=“criminal law” is selected as the right translation of the Italian word $w_i$=“dolo”). If more than one category of the target legal system can be associated to $c_l$, all the corresponding translations of the current $w_i$ are selected. When all the words of the current context are translated in \textit{dc:description}, we obtain the translation of the submitted context $(w_0, w_1, ..., w_{n-1})$ from language $l$ to retrieval system target languages. The category $c_l$ is also mapped to the corresponding categories in the target languages. Now queries in different languages are ready to be dispatched to the related domain language indexes (Fig. 2).

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig2.png}
\caption{MBDQ: results of query translation in different languages (in grey metadata whose content is translated)}
\end{figure}
4.2 Query based on keywords and legal categories (KBDQ+CBDQ)

A query based on keywords and legal categories represents the “simple search” modality of querying our multilingual retrieval system. In this modality the user is provided only with an unqualified text box to be filled with a context \((w_0, w_1, ..., w_{n-1})_l\) of words in a native language \(l\). Words identifying the context will be translated into the target languages of the retrieval system (thesaurus-based context translation). Moreover, the user may provide a legal category of the query legal system. If the user selects a legal category \(c_l\), among the values of \(dc:subject\) in the query legal system, a procedure of thesaurus-based category mapping is executed, as described in Section 4.1, obtaining the correspondences of \(c_l\) in target legal systems (Fig. 1). If the user fills only the unqualified text box without choosing any value in \(dc:subject\), since category is essential for translation, the right sense to the query context can be provided by a procedure of automatic word sense disambiguation, which assigns a legal category to a context as described in Section 5. The legal category thus identified in native query language, is then mapped to the related legal categories in target legal systems (thesaurus-based category mapping). At the end of the process, the right translations of ambiguous words can be obtained, as discussed in Section 4.1 (Fig. 1), and as many different queries as target languages considered can be dispatched to the different language indexes (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. KBDQ+CBDQ: results of query translation in different languages (in grey metadata whose content is translated).

5 Automatic word sense disambiguation

The problem of assigning the right meaning to a word in context is a problem of assigning the right sense to the context itself out of the various meanings that can be assigned to the ambiguous word. According to the literature lots of methods have been used to solve the problem of automatic disambiguation:
– Thesaurus-based disambiguation [12];
– Disambiguation based on sense definitions [13];
– Disambiguation based on translation in a second-language dictionary [14];
– Bayesian disambiguation [15].

In our retrieval system word disambiguation is a problem of context categorization with respect to the legal categories considered within a legal system. Moreover [15] context categorization is the same problem of document categorization, once we view contexts as documents and word sense as categories. For these reasons in our system we can use different document categorization methods described in literature [16], trained with labelled documents of different legal categories of a particular legal system and language. At the end of the training phase each category profile (for example a vector of weighted terms relevant to it [17]) can also be considered as a context profile to be used for disambiguation function. While experimental results on legal document categorization have been carried on (see [17] [18]) a similar experiment on a set of previously categorized query is to be carried out. It is important to execute automatic word disambiguation prior to translation, because, as discussed, correct word translation depends on contextualization activity of words in their native language.

6 Conclusions

The approach analyzed in this contribution fully reflects the problems illustrated so far, as legal information retrieval is strongly conditioned to the legal orders’ specificity, that is to the concepts on which they are based. It is a matter not so much of handling the diversity of languages in which these concepts are expressed, rather considering and managing the peculiarities of the law environment, that is the historical and cultural heritage of a given legal system, whose comparison with other legal orders is often hard, if not impossible. Therefore the real problem is how to establish a correspondence among concepts of diverse legal systems expressed in different languages. A comparative analysis of legal concepts and, parallel to this, the study of translation theory and practice to be intended as search of functional equivalents, are fundamental activities to reach a satisfactory mediation among different legal identities, thus ensuring intercultural communication and at the same time increasing the value of diversity, to be intended as a strength and a challenging factor of integration. Europe is a typical example of this phenomenon: it is praised for its strategies in language policy as a modern relevant experiment of institutional and political innovation which is in the position to open new forms of coexistence and cooperation. In this context multilingual legal information retrieval systems do represent the necessary tools to encourage multilingualism in the law domain and have the chance to make it effective. In particular, in this article an approach is proposed to offer the users a single point of access into multilanguage document collections where categories of law are the key factors to point to relevant material irrespective of the language used in a query. This is done through techniques able to translate legal queries to different target languages, disambiguating ambiguous words if needed. Basically, the approach gives the benefit of accessing multi-language legal documents respecting the identity and the peculiarities of different legal systems.
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Abstract. A combination of intellectual input, NLP tools and appropriate ontological representation may overcome the existing bottleneck of legal knowledge acquisition of legal ontologies. Such semi-automatic tools rely on easily available input, extensive iterative semiautomatic checking and refining of this knowledge. Preliminary results using the tools of SOM/GHSOM, KONTERM and GATE show the feasibility of this method. However, it remains to be seen if a sufficient number of legal writers will adapt to this new workbench.

1 Introduction

In law, indexing was and is still a very important tool for coping with the vast body of legal materials. Since the advent of information retrieval, legal full text search has been added to the methods of legal research. However, an index of concepts or legal sources is still considered as the best access to the sequential structure of handbooks, textbooks or collections of materials. Such indices may be also used for the production of summaries of cases (head notes) identifying the important parts of court decisions. Huge reference systems on legal materials also exist either based on citations (e.g. the Austrian index [1]) or thesauri (e.g. the Swiss thesaurus [2]).

In previous papers, we have argued for the creation of a dynamic electronic legal commentary [3]. Handbooks or commentaries are the most advanced form of traditional explicit knowledge representation. The dynamic electronic legal commentary differs from the traditional legal handbook or commentary mostly in the integration of semiautomatic means of semantic indexing. Legal ontologies constitute the main knowledge base of a dynamic electronic legal commentary. However, creation of such a knowledge base is time consuming and costly. Means of semiautomatic creation and verification are thus highly required.

The example of a legal commentary should point to the required co-operation with legal experts. Only those are able to produce extensive input and to check the vast semiautomatic output. However, legal writers still prefer intellectual analysis without semiautomatic means.

Legal ontologies should be the core of such a knowledge base. However, these ontologies are either too broad and shallow (e.g. LOIS and DALOS) or too small and deep (e.g. LRI Core) in order to meet the standards of semantic indexing. Thus, we propose the development and refinement of such an ontology by means of conceptual analysis. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes related work, section 3 gives an overview on the method. In section 4, the status of implementation and problems are discussed. Section 5 contains conclusions and future work.
2 Related work

The main components of legal knowledge are the legal retrieval system (or legal information system) as a huge text corpus with a (mostly) textual representation of the legal order and meta knowledge about the text corpus. Computationally speaking, meaningful semantic indexing is linked to a legal text corpus. Such indexing exists in legal brains, legal books but also legal knowledge bases. Legal structuring as such is done by lawyers, in their minds, and is presented and made explicit in their argumentations and writings. As a product of this process, a legal commentary is considered as the highest level of this endeavour.

The semantic web can be considered as an extension to the current web in providing a common framework that allows data to be shared and reused [4]. Semantic search may also improve low and disappointing results of present legal information retrieval [5].

Thesauri (or legal dictionaries) getting more importance now as a traditional tool for representation of knowledge about legal language use. A thesaurus for indexing contains a list of every important term in a given domain of knowledge and a set of related terms for each of these terms [6]. A lexical ontology builds up from this basis with works on glossaries and dictionaries, extends the relations and makes this knowledge computer usable in order to allow intelligent applications. More advanced representations may formalize complex legal rules and conceptual structures. Ontologies [7] constitute an explicit formal specification of a common conceptualization with term hierarchies, relations and attributes that makes it possible to reuse this knowledge for automated applications.

Legal knowledge representation remains the most important and challenging task of legal ontologies [8]. The frame-based ontology FBO of [9] and [10] as well as the functional ontology FOLaw [11] can still be considered as important work on formalisation. More advanced work consists in the in the development of a core legal ontology called LRI-Core [12] or the impressive standard for the development of a legal ontology called LKIF Core Ontology (Legal Knowledge Interchange Format) [13].

Quite many projects were focused on conceptual information retrieval (see e.g. Iuriservice [14], LOIS (Lexical Ontologies for legal Information Serving) project [15]. The Legal Taxonomy Syllabus [16], DALOS [17] or the Comprehensive Legal Ontology (CLO) [3].

Such powerful ontologies can only be built if resources of robust NLP and machine learning are exploited. We share the view of [18] that such technologies are “the key to any attempt to successfully face what we termed the acquisition paradox”. However, we argue that the quite huge experience of semi-automatic text analysis and conceptual indexing (see e.g. the projects KONTERM/LabelSOM/GHSOM [19, 20], SALOMON [21], FLEXICON [22], SMILE [23], or Support Vector Machines [24]) should be taken into account and reused.

The automated linking of documents constitutes the most advanced work in semantic indexing (e.g. AustLII [25], CiteSeer [26]). It has to be noted that the task is easier due to more formalized language and a controlled vocabulary.

3 Idea and Method

This method adds the idea of an ontological workbench for the lawyer to the already existing tools. A combination of expert knowledge, easy access to intellectual input and
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the use of semiautomatic refinement empowers this method for moving on concerning the “scaling up”-problem. It should be noted that legal writing consists to a large degree in structuring, refining and representing legal text corpora in an abridged and more abstract way. So far, legal writers are still not much in favor of semiautomatic analysis as a tool for improving efficiency to a very time-consuming process. The core of our approach consists in re-use of existing legal materials and intellectual input, corpus-based methods of verification and refinement as well as text categorization, conceptual analysis and text extraction. Using our expertise of as a lawyer with extensive practice and an academic in legal informatics, we will develop a workbench for other lawyers for NLP techniques and text analysis.

Due to our corpus-based approach on legal analysis, all tentative results have to checked against a legal text corpus. In our case, the millions of documents of the Austrian legal retrieval system RIS (Rechtsinformationssystem des Bundes) [27] and related private databases RDB and LexisNexis are used for improvement, refinement and verification of the ontological representation.

As a start, we will describe a sketchy picture for a sufficient granularity of an ontological representation of a jurisdiction: about 10 000 thesaurus entries, 5 000 citations, up to 200 document types, a classification structure, 100 text extraction and summarization rules, and, as representation of the dynamic legal electronic commentary, an indefinite number of concepts, rules and procedures. It is an enormous body of knowledge and it should be clear that a stepwise approach has to be taken for higher representations.

Such extensive meta data has to be maintained in a database with different types of knowledge units (or tables):

- Thesaurus entries: header, definition (with sources), examples (with sources), relations (synonym, homonym, polysem, hyponym, hyperonym, antonym etc.), classification, other information.
- Citations: header, identification (abbreviation or number), synonyms, classification, author, other information.
- Document types: header, identification (abbreviation), use, format, other information.
- Classification: header, code, definition, relations, other information.
- Extraction and summarization rules: header, rule, definition, relations, other information.
- Concepts: header, definition (with sources), related thesaurus entries and citations, relations (synonym, homonym, polysem, hyponym, hyperonym, antonym etc.), classification, legal conceptual structure (ontological model), other information.
- Rules: header, quasi-logical expression, source, type, classification, legal conceptual structure (ontological model), other information.
- Procedures: header, decision tree, source, type, classification, legal conceptual structure (ontological model), other information.

This information can be built and updated only stepwise: for a start, only a list of thesaurus entries and citations is necessary. It is obvious that the very end, the dynamic legal electronic commentary, will take some time to finish.

For the start, we have collected vast information on legal meta knowledge from traditional sources, e.g. concepts, citations, documents and text extraction. Concept lists were taken from the table of contents and indices of text books and commentaries. A quite complete citation list was provided by the Federal High Court of Administration. The list of document types was established using the on-line information on documents in the legal information system RIS. Text extraction rules were intellectually created.
by studying the linguistic styles and patterns of Austrian laws, judgments and literature. We took also advantage of the existing experience with the LOIS project. With this method, it was quite easy to achieve a sufficient but still rough representation of conceptual structure of the Austrian legal order. For easier re-use, this information was incorporated in a relational database. It should also be evident that data entries may be quite incomplete at the beginning, e.g. consisting only of the header. An XML representation is also available for later incorporation in higher representations, e.g. the knowledge base of the dynamic electronic legal commentary.

As tools of semi-automatic analysis, we have implemented the modified GHSOM method of classification, the KONTERM conceptual analysis, and the GATE methods of ANNIE and JAPE [28].

The modified GHSOM method is based on the self-organising map, a general unsupervised tool for ordering high-dimensional data in such a way that alike input items are mapped close to each other. In order to use the self-organising map to explore text documents, we represent the various texts as the histogram of its words with a $TF \times IDF$ vector representation. The methods LabelSOM can properly describe the common similarities of the cluster. An extension to the SOM architecture, the GHSOM [20] can automatically represent the inherent hierarchical structure of the documents. An extension for legal purposes allows the manual refinement of vector weights of the documents with data enrichment tools. The produced output consists in structured maps of clusters with cluster descriptions. These descriptions were used for refinement of the thesaurus, in particular concerning synonyms.

The KONTERM method [3] produces structured lists of term occurrences. The context of a term is used for describing and analyzing the various meanings. These representations were incorporated in the description of homonyms and polysems of thesaurus entries.

The GATE JAPE tool (Regular Expressions Over Annotations) is implemented for a similar purpose. It is much more powerful in bigger text environments but does not allow so sophisticated representations of meanings as the KONTERM method.

The GATE ANNIE (A Nearly New Information Extraction System) tool is very helpful for a more detailed analysis: segmentation of documents (tokenizer), words, gazetteer, sentence splitter and semantic tagger.

One has still to argue that such methods are helpful for understanding and analyzing a legal domain if the vast amount of text and analysis data is considered. It is also evident that these tools are by far not sufficiently adapted for a legal environment. However, in the hands of an expert, such information proves to be very helpful and of similar use that manual research results.

4 Implementation Details and Problems

The documents were taken from the Austrian legal information system RIS. From the Austrian Administrative Court, we got a list of about 5000 citations. The thesaurus entries were scanned from the respective lists of indices of a selection of representative text books. This “rough” ontology was checked and refined with selective document corpora of the Austrian legal information system RIS using GHSOM, KONTERM and GATE tools. For easier checking of results, subfields like telecommunications law or state aid law were selected. The output was then used for extension and enlargement of the knowledge representation.
The work is still ongoing but some preliminary remarks can be made. The output is very helpful for any further analysis of the materials. Analysis is much improved by faster browsing, reading and text extraction. However, the workload of checking the output is enormous and requires substantial resources. It seems that such efforts can only be justified if other knowledge products like handbooks or commentaries are produced. In the very end the success of this method depends mostly on acceptance by legal authors in their analytical work. It has to be noted that such a product is also very helpful for semantic search methods.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

Next steps for a dynamic electronic legal commentary require semantic indexing of legal information systems and extraction of ontological information of these huge data warehouses. A combination of intellectual input, NLP tools and appropriate ontological representation may overcome the existing bottleneck of legal knowledge acquisition of legal ontologies. Preliminary results on the example of Austrian law using the tools of SOM/GHSOM, KONTERM and GATE show the feasibility of this method. However, refinement and adaptation still require important personal resources in practice. It remains to be seen if a sufficient number of legal writers will modify working methods and include this approach in their tool list of legal structural analysis.
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Abstract. This paper analyses the semantic shortcomings of thesauri in comparison with ontologies in the framework of the trend to building KOS that enable IR by concept search instead of textual search. A particular case study in the domain of the consumer law is presented, in which the differences in terms of semantic depth between the Eurovoc thesaurus and the DALOS ontology are analysed. Moreover the paper analyses the existing technical solutions for semantically enriching thesauri, and explores which would be the possibilities in the case of the Eurovoc thesaurus taking into account that a great number of documents have already been indexed with its descriptors.
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1 Framework

The purpose of the Semantic Web approach is to make web content machine-processable in order to develop new functionalities beyond the mere display of data, such as enabling a better access to relevant information contained in web documents. One of the main problems of the WWW is information overload [8] and the limited software performance in extracting useful information for users. It is thus desirable to develop improved techniques for accessing quickly not only relevant documents, but the bits of information embedded in them that specifically match the user queries.

The paper presents an analysis of the different semantic depth in which a specific legal domain (the consumer law domain) is represented by different KOS: the Eurovoc thesaurus and the DALOS domain ontology of consumer law. Given the shortcomings of Eurovoc and after having reviewed the state of the art in semantic enrichment of thesauri, a transition procedure to support the shift from a traditional KOS, like Eurovoc, towards a full-fledged and semantically rich KOS is suggested.

Before analysing the two different representation models adopted by Eurovoc and by Dalos in the Consumer Protection field we will briefly outline which are the main characters and features of these considered models.
2 Case study. Representation of the consumer law domain

2.1 Knowledge Organization Systems

As to the different metadata structures that can channel the addition of semantics to legal information, we can mention several ways of attaching meaning to the information contained in the web, like catalogs, thesauri and frames.

More specifically and in brief ontologies are controlled vocabularies expressed in an ontology representation language (OWL), whereas taxonomies or semantic nets are a collection of controlled vocabulary terms organized into a hierarchical structure, and thesauri are networked collections of controlled vocabulary terms. Each term in a taxonomy is in one or more parent-child relationships to other terms in the taxonomy, while in a thesaurus associative relationships are used in addition to parent-child relationships. In more detail the latter can be defined as a classification tool to assist libraries, archives or other centres of documentation to manage their records and other information.

This functionality is achieved by establishing paths between terms. The establishment and development of a thesaurus is generally arranged in accordance with the standards of ISO (International Standards Organization), which are especially recognised at international level.

In this context, the main difference between thesauri and ontologies is actually the degree of semantic precision with which they describe contents. On the one hand, a thesaurus embodies a terminological representation of a domain (a particular lexicalisation of a conceptualisation) which is not as semantically complete as the formal conceptual representation provided by an ontology, and its limited structure makes it therefore unsuitable for advanced semantic applications [12]. In particular, the relationships linking the terms (the controlled vocabulary to represent concepts) in a thesaurus (BT, NT, RT) are usually not enough for a deep analysis of the semantics of the indexed documentation. On the other hand, ontologies provide a deeper conceptual representation of the domain (with a richer set of relationships between concepts like part of, instance of, role, among others, depending on the semantic domain) and can therefore enhance better access to the content of specialised documents.

In this framework, the purpose of this paper will be to explore the suitability of different KOS for representing the semantics of a specific legal domain and to analyse how a semantically simpler KOS (a thesaurus) can be enriched. We will show the need to move towards this trend by analysing two different knowledge representation models provided for the consumer protection domain.

2.2 Representation of Consumer Law Domain

The legal domain chosen for our case study is the consumer law domain. It is chosen just as a preliminary study to analyse the semantic depth of Eurovoc as regards legal issues. However, in further work it would be desirable to extend the analysis to other legal domains.

From a textual analysis of the the Consumer law discipline, namely Consumer Protection, it arises that relevant concepts to be considered among others are: Advertising, misleading advertising, commercial communication, Market surveillance, inspection, disclosure, Commercial activity, Contract, selling price, unit price, consumer goods,
product, raw material, products sold in bulk, agricultural products, finished product, services, all inclusive services, information society services, financial services, producer, buyer, consumer, trader, contract, unfair-terms, credit-agreement and so on.

In particular we will analyse the representation of this particular domain provided by two KOS: (i) the Eurovoc thesaurus and (ii) the Dalos ontology of consumer law.

**Case study set-up** In this section the specific representation of the consumer protection domain provided by the two considered models will be offered, outlining shortcomings and needs.

The first KOS considered, Eurovoc, has not a proper framework for the consumer protection law within sector Law. It sets it within sector 20 devoted to Trade, in the Micro Thesaurus Consumption. Therefore the consumer protection is just the NT of the top term consumer and has some RT relationship with other relevant concepts such as advertising, producer’s liability, publishing of prices and so on.

The consumer descriptor has then hierarchical relationships with other relevant terms such as consumer information, European consumer information agency, consumer movement, product quality, product designation, product life, product safety, defective product.

From the EUROVOC scenario it emerges that the description provided by Eurovoc of Consumer has few constraints with respect to the Consumer law protection. In fact, Eurovoc pertains to the category of traditional thesauri, structured on hierarchical and synonymy relations, with a rigid structure and inter-lingual relations but a poor semantics. Its scope is broad (European policy issues), and the components devoted to the normative domain are very weak in precision and granularity. As the focus is on socio-economic issues, depth in law is quite low and the structure is not appropriate to EU law. One of its main limitations is therefore that it is not suitable for the indexation and the search of specialised documents.

It is indeed quite flat and inconsistent with respect to the domain: the consumer is a top term and has only some hierarchical relationship with other descriptors such as consumer information, product safety, and a few others.

Generally speaking the Eurovoc model presents:

- **lack of expressivity and granularity**: the concepts considered are very few with respect to those emerging from the legal sources (for instance, a non-descriptor is foreseen for consumers rights, but no descriptor exists to refer to a specific instance of this concept, like withdrawal right);
- **lack of semantics**: the thesaurus relationships are semantically overloaded, in the sense that the same relationship is used to express different semantic links where three different possible ontological relations have been identified for the relation NT, and two different relations for RT.
- **lack of legal orientation**: relationships are fixed and inexpressive of the domain relationships and meaning. They are limited to BT, NT, RT, UF and are therefore not specific to the domain. For instance, the link between Consumer and consumers right is firstly, not direct, since consumers right is a non-descriptor for consumer protection, which is a NT of Consumer. Secondly, the relation is not specific to the domain, it is just a generic hierarchical relationship, whereas in a deeper semantic model the representation could be that Consumer has-right-towards someone else.

As Eurovoc was drafted exclusively for manual indexing and retrieval purposes, the lack of semantic precision generates frequent inconsistencies among several hierarchical
and synonymy relations so that it is mainly suitable for retrieving related terms. In the same way as all existing thesauri it is focused on documentation and lacks sufficient granularity for semantic access to EU law.

The ontology of consumer law developed in the frame of the DALOS project\(^3\) provides a formal representation of the classes of the world entities involved in the domain of consumer law (agents, actions, legal roles, legal effects).

Relevant concepts are all present as captured directly from the legal sources by the NLP techniques. They are well identified into five classes Agent, Quality, Region, Event and Object and linked to each other by some significant relationships. The contextualization provided by the Dalos domain ontology is consistent with respect to the domain since:

- there is a higher conceptual expressivity and granularity, as proven by the big number of domain specific concepts: for instance withdrawal-right; damage-compensation; consumer-complaint.
- relationships between concepts have a legal orientation (are specific to the domain).
- and relationships are not semantically overloaded, that is, a semantic relation is not used with more than one meaning, unlike RT and NT in Eurovoc.

Comparing the two different approaches in representing the other relevant concepts of the Consumer protection law, such as advertising, we obtain the following scenario:

The two models considered produce two different representations as to granularity, expressiveness, constraint and consistency.

Descriptors in Eurovoc are not consistent with respect to the specific domain as they are identified independently for the concepts embedded in the domain itself. They are identified according to a top-down approach by an expert who considers those terms relevant for describing the domain without any reference to the legal texts. Whereas the Dalos ontology has been built according to a bottom-up approach which enables experts to take into due consideration the richness, the concepts and relations arising directly from the text, that are the sources of law ruling on the Consumer protection field.

Indeed Eurovoc pretends to describe the consumer protection domain with around 23 terms, whereas the DALOS ontology aims at doing the same with over 100 concepts.

Eurovoc shortcomings as regards the representation of the consumer law domain could thus be tackled by enriching the simplified conceptualisation represented by its terminology with deeper conceptual relations specific to the domain. In the following section we will briefly review some technical solutions for designing a more complete semantic model building on a pre-existing semantic resource.

### 3 Techniques for enriching semantically lexical resources

From an analysis of the literature dealing with the enrichment of metadata resources with a deeper semantics it is possible to identify different techniques. On the one hand, those that rely on the combination of pre-existing resources and on the other hand those that simply restructure a pre-existing resource.

The techniques belonging to the first trend (highlighted in [9]) maintain the autonomy of both resources and therefore avoid an actual merging. They are the following:

\(^3\)http://www.dalosproject.eu/
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- restructuring a computational lexicon following ontological principles, focusing thus on the lexical resource as the final output and using the ontology merely as a guiding tool. The resulting lexical resource respects certain ontological restrictions but does not become a full-fledged ontology.

Some of the suggestions for a better semantics of lexical resources include: making a proper use of the is-a link so that it expresses not only lexical relations but ontological ones (this would amount to using the is-a relation only to link entities that share similar identity criteria); avoiding the confusion between concepts and instances, avoiding the subsumption of types by roles as derived from the ONTO-CLEAN methodology— and not mixing different levels of generality, among others [5].

- populating an ontology with lexical information, which amounts to mapping lexical units to ontological entries;
- aligning an ontology with a lexical resource, that is, combining the restructuring of the computational lexicon according to ontological-driven principles and its mapping with the ontological resource.

With regard to the second trend, we can mention those techniques that simply draw on a single pre-existing resource, namely a thesaurus and exploit the possibility of transforming it into a more complex knowledge representation structure, that is, into an ontology. The main difference from the previous techniques is that in this case the input consists just of one initial semantic resource (the thesaurus) and that the nature of the resulting resource changes: the thesaurus not only gains in semantic precision and structure, but it becomes a full-fledged ontology, that is, a rigid semantic representation of the domain with a hierarchy of classes and corresponding slots or properties that increases in constraint density\(^4\) (a higher set of relationships linking its terms). Several works have shown concerns on the connection between thesauri and ontologies ([1]; [6]) and discussed their different semantic scope. A general perspective on the possibility of converting thesauri into ontologies is given by [13] and specific examples of thesaurus reengineering are [10, 4].

4 Applicability of existing techniques to eurovoc: approaches for improvement

As to the techniques that could be applied to achieve our goals, several possibilities arise.

4.1 Mapping of EUROVOC to pre-existing legal ontologies

The first one, corresponds to the mapping of lexical entries and ontological classes (populating the classes of the ontology with the thesaurus terms). This may in some cases be feasible, where in Eurovoc there exists a term advertising and in Dalos ontology a concept with the same name. In this case an equivalence relationship could be added to the Dalos ontology to link the Dalos advertising concept and corresponding term in Eurovoc, creating a direct link between the two resources. However, in some other cases

\(^4\) The notion of constraint density is introduced by [9] as the density of the “network of constraints” that holds between the concepts.
populating the ontology with Eurovoc classes might be more difficult, where Eurovoc has no corresponding term for the Dalos concept *product*.

Indeed, since Eurovoc is a general thesaurus it therefore does not match the semantic requirements of a specialised domain such as the consumer law, and there will be cases in which it will not be possible to find an Eurovoc term corresponding to a class of the DALOS ontology. This is why it will be necessary, in the process of mapping the ontology to the thesaurus, to enrich the semantics of Eurovoc adding more terms. This would amount to making some kind of restructuring of the thesaurus, but in this respect, we have to take into account an important restriction, namely, that Eurovoc is currently used to index documents and in order not to lose this indexation it is necessary to maintain current Eurovoc terms. This imposes limitations on a possible restructuration of the thesaurus, for it will not be possible to delete any descriptors even if semantic consistency might require to do so in some cases.

A further difficulty of following the approach of using the thesaurus to populate a pre-existing ontology is that it would be necessary to identify ontologies for several specialised domains of the law, if the whole structure of Eurovoc referring to the legal field wants to be expanded semantically. Dalos would be the option for the consumer protection domain but it might turn up more difficult to find ontologies of other specific legal areas, such as international law or environmental law.

4.2 Reengineering Eurovoc into a formal ontology

A different option would be to use merely the Eurovoc thesaurus and transform it into a full-fledged ontology. This would require providing the thesaurus with a well structured semantics and to represent it in a highly expressive language like OWL. In order to do that, it would be necessary to:

– increase specificity and granularity by adding more classes corresponding to the legal domain;
– refining the relationships existing between the different terms of the thesaurus (BT, NT, RT, UF, USE) according to the semantics of the domain (adding therefore other types of relations);
– checking ontological consistency (ontological constraints).

5 Results

The proposed approach tries to meet the new trend arising from the Semantic Web towards the development of legal KOS able to allow the user to search by concept instead of searching by words. This implies the use of tools able to expand the query from a semantic point of view, meaning that the concept identified is surrounded by other concepts semantically linked to it. In this framework, the paper has analysed the semantic scope of a traditional KOS (Eurovoc) used for the indexation and retrieval of legal information in the EU institutions and national parliaments.

The paper has provided some concrete evidence on the semantic shortcomings of the Eurovoc thesaurus for the representation of the legal domain by analysing how it represents the particular domain of the consumer protection law in comparison to DALOS domain ontology. The main findings are, firstly, that in Eurovoc there is a lack of semantic granularity, since many relevant concepts of the domain are not represented by its descriptors; relations linking terms are semantically overloaded and therefore only
shallowly expressive; and relations are not specific of the legal domain, but generic (RT, BT, NT, UF). Taking into account that currently one of the main functionalities of the Eurovoc thesaurus is to be used as an indexing and searching tool of legal documentation (it is for instance used by Eur-lex, the gateway for accessing European Union law), it arises the need of equipping the thesaurus with more powerful conceptual structures specific to the legal domain in order to improve search and legal information retrieval.

Secondly, the paper assesses which are the technical possibilities, according to the state of the art, for enriching semantically the Eurovoc thesaurus. Two methods are highlighted as feasible solutions: on the one hand, using Eurovoc to populate pre-existing ontologies on specific legal domains; on the other hand, transforming Eurovoc into a full-fledged ontology by enriching its conceptual structure and expressing it using formal representation languages.

6 Further work

The paper presents some preliminary conclusions as to possible directions to solve the problem of the semantic limitations of a current indexing and retrieval tool used at EU and national level for legal documentation. However, further research is foreseen in order to implement the project:

– A whole assessment of the semantic representation of the legal domain by Eurovoc: building on the case study presented in this paper that analyses the representation of the domain of the consumer law, further analysis of Eurovoc semantic representation of other legal domains is required.
– Analysis of the benefits that the proposed approach would bring about: run experiments to measure the degree of improvement of information retrieval tasks by the use of an ontological structure instead of Eurovoc structure and analyse the benefits for the various users of Eurovoc (EU institutions, national parliaments, private users with licence).
– Analysis of the costs of implementing the approach: in terms firstly, of the KOS reengineering costs; and secondly, the adaptation of current information systems to the new KOS.
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